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Abstract 

 

This thesis investigates approaches to composition and performance in a jazz context where             

large ensembles are encouraged to spontaneously create arrangements of the composed           

material in real-time. Case studies explore examples of compositions and performances           

across the chronology of jazz history and beyond, specifically Joe “King” Oliver’s Canal             

Street Blues, Duke Ellington’s Concerto for Cootie, Earle Brown’s December 1952, Charles            

Mingus’s The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady, John Zorn’s Cobra and Lawrence “Butch”              

Morris’s practice of Conduction and the commonality of a performer-centric approach across            

all compositions is identified. It is demonstrated that Butch Morris’s Conduction can be             

viewed as a compendium of signs and gestures that allows many of the techniques of               

performer-centric compositions developed throughout the twentieth century to be generated          

spontaneously in performance. The thesis concludes with a reflective approach, where           

compositions influenced by these case studies are presented and discussed as well as a              

final extended work that synthesises the findings of the project. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

The aim of this research project is to develop my personal approach to composing for large                

jazz ensembles in a way that allows the musicians to create spontaneous collective             

performances of works that are uniquely suited to each ensemble and performance context.             

This project is informed by a wide ranging study of related work from the spontaneous               

contrapuntal arrangements of early twentieth century jazz (Oliver & Armstrong, 1923), the            

works of Duke Ellington (1940), Charles Mingus (1963) and Butch Morris, through to the              

graphic scores and game music of composers Earle Brown (1954) and John Zorn (1984). 

 

In this paper, “arranging” refers to the act of producing an arrangement, defined in the               

Oxford Dictionary of Music (2012) within the context of jazz as “the orchestration and              

elaboration of a simple central theme.” This thesis will extend this definition to allow many               

possibilities for central themes such as improvisational relationships (in the work of John             

Zorn), graphical representations (Earle Brown) and central themes that may be created            

during the performance (as in the practice of Butch Morris). The term “spontaneous” is used               

to clarify that the arranging occurs during the performance itself, in real-time. “Collective” is              

used to specify that all members of the performing ensemble are encouraged to contribute to               

the spontaneous arrangement of the composition. Thus “spontaneous collective arranging”          

refers to a group of musicians all contributing and synthesising their ideas based on the               

composition during the performance. 

 

Scores of my compositions developed throughout this project and audio recordings of their             

performances have been submitted with this thesis. Of these, only the scores are an              

assessable component of this submission. 

 

1.1 Rationale for the project 

 

The primary issue my research aims to address is that the act of creating one particular                

arrangement or orchestration forces the composer to forgo an infinite universe of            

arrangements that may be better suited to different musicians or different performance            

contexts. Collier (2009) says that in these situations “[e]verything is set” (p. 56) although              

clearly there is room for interpretation in varying degrees depending on the performance             

practices. This project aims to explore an approach that allows a large degree of directed               
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improvisation. This approach also invites the musicians to shape the performance in a very              

direct way and allows the composer to control the central unifying themes of the work and                

oversee the spontaneous development of the larger structure by directing the improvisation.            

My research will explore existing approaches to this concept to inform my own work. 

 

This direction of investigation introduces the question of “what is composition?” in this             

context where the performers are allowed considerable freedom to introduce material.           

Ancillary to this is also “why compose?” when all of the material could be created in                

performance and shaped using the same improvisational techniques.  

 

Bailey (1993) found that amongst his interviewees “in most of its uses by composers              

improvisation is employed for… precise compositional aims. Usually he has specific musical            

expectations of the improvisors, and their inventions are required to serve his predetermined             

ends” (p. 70). But from the perspective of the performer, he goes on to point out that “there                  

are some of us who prefer filling our blank pages with our owns signs rather than with those                  

of other people” (p. 80). So while there is a gamut of possibilities regarding the interaction of                 

composition and improvisation in performance, there is clearly space for the contribution of             

composed material in some improvisatory practices.  

 

Knight (2011) notes that “the process of composition is sometimes described as long-form             

improvisation” (p. 6) and this project uses this idea to situate the composer as the early                

instigator and developer of the material to be used in the performance. The performers              

themselves subsequently become developers of the material in real-time. This approach           

allows for a nuanced balance of initiation and development of material occurring before the              

performance (long-form improvisation by the composer) as well as during the performance,            

something not accessible by methods that rely solely on a composer or solely on the               

performers for the generation of material. 

 

1.2 Influences on the project 

 

There are three main aesthetic influences that form the basis for the style of composition and                

performance I will pursue in this research: early jazz, the jazz orchestra tradition and free               

improvisation.  
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In this paper, the term “early jazz” will refer to the period from the very first elemental jazz                  

(Hardie, 2007, p. 10) up to the fall of the large New Orleans-style ensembles which had                

“become a relic by 1930” (Schuller, 1968, p. 86). I will mostly use the term “early jazz” to                  

refer to the collectively improvised contrapuntal style where a frontline based around cornet,             

trombone and clarinet (and often violin in the early part of the period) explored and               

developed the composed melodic material (Shipton, 2007, p. 60).  

 

The “jazz orchestra tradition” is used to describe the lineage of jazz orchestras and              

composers from Fletcher Henderson and Don Redman, Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Stan            

Kenton, Thad Jones and Bob Brookmeyer through to currently active composers such as Bill              

Holman, Jim McNeely, Maria Schneider and Darcy James Argue. In a general sense, a jazz               

orchestra is made up of a saxophone section, a brass section and a rhythm section and                

compositions feature the interplay of these sections (Schuller, 1968, p. 244). One problem             

that my research aims to address is that this tradition relies heavily on notated compositions               

with only relatively limited space provided for soloists to improvise (Collier, 2009, pp. 60-61).  

 

“Free jazz” is a particularly divisive term (Anderson, 2007, p. 2) although it is regularly used                

in common parlance amongst musicians. This paper will use this term to refer to improvised               

music that is informed by the history of jazz and uses little or no preconceived material. A                 

further expansion of this term that is not genre-specific is “free improvisation” or even more               

broadly “improvised music” but Bailey (1993) believes that there is “no general view to be               

given” (p. 85) regarding definitions amongst practitioners aside some feeling of a cohesive             

movement (p. 84). Nonetheless, these terms offer a simple way of delineating performances             

where preconceived material, including the stylistic vestiges of genre, is avoided. 

 

While early jazz and the jazz orchestra tradition are decidedly linked to the past, the practice                

of free improvisation is continuously developing. Contemporary composers and ensembles          

operating in the field of free improvisation that have been particularly inspiring for this project               

include the Australian Art Orchestra, Andrew Hill’s large ensemble work and Satoko Fujii.             

The work of the Australian Art Orchestra has featured many composers including Paul             

Grabowsky (2008), John Rogers (2000) and Erik Griswold (2017) who have extended the             

jazz orchestra tradition as well as creating compelling vehicles for free improvisation in a              

large ensemble context. The diversity of approaches demonstrated by the Australian Art            

Orchestra, particularly emphasised by their cross-cultural collaborations with Indian         

musicians on Into the Fire (2000), Indigenous Australian musicians on Crossing Roper Bar             
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(2009) and Chinese musicians on Water Pushes Sand (2017), provides a constant            

inspiration to the ongoing possibilities of advancement for the practices of large ensembles             

of improvisers. Andrew Hill’s only album for large jazz orchestra was A Beautiful Day (2002)               

and it demonstrates a looseness of interpretation to the composed material that achieves the              

responsiveness of a small group. Stewart (2007) says “Hill’s openness to the moment             

means that he remains flexible, whatever happens during the performance. If he feels that a               

piece has reached its conclusion, he may not play the entire arrangement” (p. 220). Satoko               

Fujii’s album The Future of the Past (2002) features improvisers with strong established             

personalities such as Ellery Eskelin, Tony Malaby and Steven Bernstein, and the            

performances provide an example of a large ensemble that successfully brings together the             

unique voices of many diverse musicians. Overall, all three of these examples of large              

groups that feature free improvisation within the context of the jazz orchestra show how the               

composer can shape the performances while still allowing space for original contributions            

from the performers. 

 

Two observations have particularly inspired the exploration of new compositional and           

performance approaches for large jazz ensembles in this project. Firstly, traditional large jazz             

ensemble composition allows the composer to develop carefully constructed and complex           

structures, and effectively maximises the control of the composer. In contrast, large            

ensemble performances in more freely improvised contexts invite the maximum amount of            

input from the musicians. Work on this project has explored the middle ground between              

these two divergent approaches by developing compositions that can be spontaneously           

arranged in performance. 

 

1.3 Research questions 

 

The primary question for my research is: How can I develop my approach to spontaneous               

collective arranging in my compositions for jazz orchestra? 

 

The sub-questions that will help me explore this issue can be divided into three groups: 

 

Reflection on my past work 

Why do I want to expand spontaneous collective arranging in my compositions? 

How have I included spontaneous collective arranging in my work in the past? 
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Reflection on other composers’ work 

How have other jazz composers included included elements of spontaneous          

collective arranging in their work? 

How have composers beyond jazz included spontaneous collective arranging in their           

work? 

 

Reflection on my work throughout the project 

How does a study of other approaches to spontaneous collective arranging affect my             

own compositional work? 

How does a study of other approaches to spontaneous collective arranging affect the             

way I direct performances of my own compositions? 

 

1.4 Methodology 

 

This research project employs two main methodologies: a series of case studies and             

reflective analysis. It is situated in a combination of practice-led research and research-led             

practice as discussed by Smith and Dean (2009, pp. 1-38) and this methodological approach              

accommodates a diverse mix of findings, from the clearly articulated discoveries of the case              

studies to the more experiential examinations of the reflections on the compositions created             

during this project. 

 

The first part of the research involves case studies that provide examples of relevance to               

spontaneous collective arranging or the relationship between the composer and performers.           

One composition has been chosen from each composer and one particularly relevant            

element will be explored in detail, as outlined in Table 1. I used each case study to develop a                   

new composition of my own focusing on the specific findings. 
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Table 1: Case studies and elements of interest 

Composer Composition Element of interest 

King Oliver Canal Street Blues Improvised contrapuntal ensemble 

Duke Ellington Concerto for Cootie Composing for a specific performer 

Charles Mingus The Black Saint and the 

Sinner Lady 

Loop based structures 

Earle Brown December 1952 Graphic scoring 

John Zorn Cobra Game music 

Butch Morris Conduction Gestural conducting 

 

 

The other part of the project employs the methodology of reflective practice, where I              

composed new music, assembled a workshop ensemble to explore my music, and reflected             

on how my composing and direction of the ensemble developed based on the new              

information from the case studies of other composers. This part of the project can also be                

seen as action research (Draper, n.d.), where my composing changed in response to             

workshops with an ensemble as I learned from the action of directing performances of my               

work. A final large work entitled Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards was composed and             

performed, and it is the artistic culmination of the experiences and lessons learned             

throughout the project. 

 

Figure 1 demonstrates the relationship between components of the project. In Stage 1, the              

case studies informed the compositions and performances of the workshop process. The            

musical material developed during the workshops formed the content for the new extended             

composition in Stage 2, and the reflection on the workshops informed the techniques and              

performance practices of Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards and its subsequent          

performance. 
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Figure 1: Relationships between Stage 1 and Stage 2 of project 
 

Thus we have a methodology that encompasses research-led practice (the new           

compositions and performances developed from the case studies) and practice-led research           

(the reflection on workshops) as championed by Smith and Dean (2009, pp. 1-38). 

 

Ethical clearance as specified in the Griffith University Research Ethics Manual was not             

required for this project. While interviews with musicians involved in the workshops may             

have been of interest, this was considered out of scope for this project. 

 

1.5 Research scope and limitations 

 

As outlined above, the scope of this research project is confined to investigating the              

interaction of my work as a composer with the case studies of the work of other influential                 

composers. While the workshopping and performances of my compositions and the           

involvement of the performers undoubtedly impacted upon my subsequent compositional          

output, this study will not focus on the experience of the process from the perspective of the                 

performers. This would either inflate the project beyond what is appropriate or by necessity              

reduce the level of investigation of other elements of the project. 

 

As such, while audio recordings of the performances of works developed throughout this             

project have been submitted with this thesis, the assessable components of the project are              

limited to this thesis and the scores of the compositions. 
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1.6 Literature review 

 

Textual sources 
 

Schuller (1968) explores the music of the early years of jazz from the turn of the twentieth                 

century to the 1930s. Musical elements (rhythm, form, harmony, melody, timbre and            

improvisation) are discussed in depth, followed by analyses of the major jazz musicians of              

this period. The period of jazz history investigated in this book was characterised by              

spontaneous contrapuntal arrangements of melodic material and Schuller (1968) states that           

this is “perpetuated in most forms of early jazz, a music marked above all by ‘collective                

improvisation’” (p. 57). Additionally, Hardie (2007) provides a very detailed account of his             

efforts to reconstruct the repertoire and performance practices of Buddy Bolden and other             

musicians in New Orleans prior to the turn of the twentieth century. He refers to this as                 

“elemental jazz” (p. 10). 

 

The initial impetus for this research project comes from Graham Collier’s (2009) radical             

reassessment of the role of the composer in jazz. The jazz composer: moving music off the                

paper uses the compositions and performances of Miles Davis, Duke Ellington, Charles            

Mingus and Gil Evans as primary models, which leads Collier to champion an approach to               

jazz composition that celebrates the uniqueness of each performance and invites           

individuality and collectivism from the performers. 

 

Part of John Cage’s 1958 lecture Composition as Process (2011, pp. 35-40) defines and              

discusses indeterminacy in composition to refer to works that allow and encourage            

significantly different performances. This lecture also explores the practical implications of           

the performances of compositions with indeterminant components and provides an important           

starting-point for my study of graphic scores and game music. 

 

Conduction is Butch Morris’s method for creating ensemble music using a vocabulary of             

conducting gestures. Stanley’s (2009) dissertation extensively documents Butch Morris’s         

Conduction method through interviews with Morris and members of his ensembles. It also             

describes how Conduction was developed, its historical precedents and its application in            

performance. Stanley’s dissertation provides extremely detailed information directly from his          

primary source (Butch Morris). John Zorn’s (2007) Arcana II and Rahdika Philip’s (2013)             

book Being Here also both include interviews with Butch Morris that refer to Conduction.  
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Improvisation: its nature and practice (Bailey, 1993) presents the views on improvisation of             

“those who use it and know it” (p. ix). It examines improvised music not as a genre unto                  

itself, but in terms of its context or idiom, such as Indian music, flamenco, baroque, organ                

music, rock and jazz. Of direct relevance to my research topic is the section on The                

Composer (pp. 59-81). This includes interviews with Earle Brown, John Zorn and Evan             

Parker. In placing these interviews in the context of a wide ranging discussion on              

improvisation, Bailey puts the focus on the performer and these composers' thoughts            

regarding notation or, more broadly, direction. Lewis (1996 and 2006) also discusses            

different approaches to improvisation and its role in larger ensembles. 

 

Paul Berliner’s (1994) Thinking in Jazz presents an extended discussion on improvisation            

within the jazz context with extensive input from prominent jazz musicians. Significant insight             

is provided into the practices and psychologies of jazz improvisers, but the focus remains on               

the typical small group format of a soloist with accompanying instruments, rarely expanding             

to consider larger groups even when addressing Collective aspects of improvisation in            

Part III.  

 

Nyman (1999) documents and explores the development of “experimental music” from the            

mid-twentieth century to the 1970s (the book was first published in 1974). It specifically              

focuses on the influence of John Cage, along with the early work of Steve Reich, Terry Riley,                 

La Monte Young and Philip Glass. The conceptual, notational and performance techniques            

discussed provide significant new information from beyond the field of jazz composition. 

 

Audio recordings 
 

The recordings of King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band from 1923 represent some of the closest               

available material to the contrapuntal New Orleans style of the early twentieth century. There              

are other examples of sessions from the early 1920s from artists such as Kid Ory in 1922                 

and Freddie Keppard in 1923 (Bowman, 1982, p. 2) but they have not provided as enduring                

and informative models as King Oliver’s group (Shipton, 2007, p. 87). Canal Street Blues             

(Oliver & Armstrong, 1923) was chosen from this group’s recorded output as it has a very                

clearly developed structure as well as being a composition that continues to be an important               

part of repertoire for ensembles involved in the performance of early jazz (Sager, 2009). 
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Duke Ellington’s aim of developing performer-centric work permeates all of his compositions,            

and Concerto for Cootie (Ellington, 1940) provides a particularly crystallised example of his             

techniques and approaches. Hodier (1956, pp. 77-98) wrote a celebrated essay on this piece              

which has secured its place as the focus of much academic exploration of Ellington’s style               

from that period, including specific extended analyses by Rattenbury (1990) and Dotas            

(2001). 

 

Prominent recording of Earle Brown’s December 1952 (1954) include the 1974 recording            

made by David Tudor on piano and Michael Daugherty’s interpretation with piano, computer             

and electronics, both included on Earle Brown: Selected Works 1952-1965 (Brown, 2006). In             

addition, Matthias Koole’s solo electric guitar performance of the piece was released on             

Underwater Princess Waltz - A Collection of One Page Pieces (Zwerm, 2013). These             

recorded performances effectively demonstrate the inherent sound world of this piece while            

highlighting the diversity of interpretation the the work allows. 

 

Charles Mingus’s music (specifically his work from the middle of the 1950s to his death)               

marks one of the earliest returns to collective improvisation following its demise in jazz              

during the 1930s (Jenkins, 2004, p. xxxvii). As a result, many of Mingus’s compositions and               

arrangements for large ensembles allow for a high degree of spontaneous input from the              

performers in shaping the development of the material. The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady               

(Mingus, 1963) was one of the main inspirations for this research project and this paper               

explores the compositional and performance techniques used by Mingus and their impact on             

my own work. Santoro (2000) and Saul (2003) discuss the musical and social contexts of               

this period of Mingus’s career and provide insight into the development of the ensembles              

used by Mingus. 

 

There are many game pieces composed by John Zorn, but Cobra (Zorn, 1984) is clearly his                

most well-known and discussed work (Brackett, 2010, p. 69). The earliest released recording             

of this work includes two performances from 1985 and 1986 (Zorn, 2002) and in combination               

with various descriptions of the operational rules of the piece by Zorn (Strickland, 1991;              

McCutchan, 1999; Cox, 2004) and others (Brackett, 2010; Constanzo, 2016) we can            

investigate the work in detail. 

 

There are many recordings of Butch Morris work on Conduction, but the most convenient              

and voluminous assembly of these is in the 10-CD set Testament: A Conduction Collection              
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(Morris, 1995). This offers selections from the first 50 of Morris’ Conduction performances             

and represents a wide range of performers and performance outcomes achieved by Morris’             

techniques.  

 

The compositions chosen for the case studies in this thesis all meet the criteria of being well                 

regarded amongst musicians, having compelling and enduring recorded versions and having           

sufficient existing academic discussion to build upon in this study. Additionally, it was desired              

to outline something of a chronology of the issue of spontaneous collective arranging from              

the earliest jazz recordings. While there are obviously countless other works that may satisfy              

these goals, some particularly prominent examples that are unfortunately not included here            

due to brevity are the work of Sun Ra and his Arkestra (for example Sound of Joy (1957)),                  

Australian Art Orchestra’s Ringing the Bell Backwards (2008), Andrew Hill’s A Beautiful Day             

(2002) and Satoko Fujii’s The Future of the Past (2003). 
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Chapter 2: Case studies 

 

An evaluation framework has been developed to apply to all of the case studies in this                

project. This is based on the exploration of the four basic concerns of the overall project: 

 

● the preconceived material (composition) 

● the communication of the preconceived material (notation) 

● the performance of the material (improvisation) 

● the direction of the material during performance (direction) 

 

And the overarching question: 

 

● how is this relevant to my exploration of spontaneous collective arranging? 

 

2.1 King Oliver’s Canal Street Blues 

 

This case study will consider the performance of Joe “King” Oliver and Louis Armstrong’s              

composition Canal Street Blues recorded by King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band on 5 April 1923               

(Sager, 2009, p. 2; Oliver & Armstrong, 1923). This group consisted of King Oliver and Louis                

Armstrong on cornets, Johnny Dodds on clarinet, Honoré Dutrey on trombone, Bill Johnson             

on banjo, Lil Hardin on piano and Warren “Baby” Dodds on drums (Anderson, 1994, p. 283).                

While this recording session took place in Chicago, all of the musicians aside from Lil Hardin                

were from New Orleans (Tirro, 1977, p. 72) and this group is considered to be a good                 

(although relatively late) representation of the New Orleans style of jazz from the early part               

of the twentieth century (Schuller, 1986, p. 77; Carney, 2006, p. 309). 

  

The specific focus of this case study will be the “front line” which is a term used to refer to                    

the cornets, clarinet and trombone or some combination of these instruments (Jacobsen,            

2011, p. xi). We will see that this performance of Canal Street Blues demonstrates a strain               

based melodic structure that is shaped and shaded by the use of contrapuntal improvisation              

by the front line, and the careful variation of improvisation throughout the performance             

supports the melodic development and enriches the dramatic narrative of the composition. 
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A transcription of the front line instruments from Canal Street Blues can be found in               

Appendix A. While utmost care has been applied in transcribing this performance, the limited              

fidelity of even the clearest remasterings renders the task difficult (perhaps impossible) and             

a degree of informed approximation was necessary, particularly in relation to the cornets. 

 

Composition 
  

Canal Street Blues was recorded by King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band on 5 April 1923 in what                 

is widely regarded as the first significant jazz recording session by an African-American             

group (Williams, 1961, p. 35). There are a handful of examples of sessions from the early                

1920s including Kid Ory in 1922 and Freddie Keppard in 1923 (Bowman, 1982, p. 2) but they                 

pale in significance to the influence of the music presented by King Oliver’s group (Shipton,               

2007, p. 87). 

  

The harmonic scheme of Canal Street Blues is the simplest component of the composition,              

with each chorus built on a basic 12 bar blues in the key of F major. Variation within this                   

harmonic structure is achieved via three different melodic strains, a trait typical of ragtime              

compositions (Hobson, 2014, p. 18). 

  

The first strain (bars 5 to 28 in the transcription in Appendix A) features a melody passed                 

back and forth between the cornets, then joining to play in harmony from the 7th bar of each                  

chorus. The trombone plays a simple answer to each cornet phrase. These trombone figures              

are the same for both occurrences of the first strain and thus can be considered a fixed part                  

of the composition, particularly given how closely they correspond to the cornets. In contrast              

to the cornets and trombone, the clarinet player is free to improvise with no material               

repeated across the two choruses of the first strain (compare the transcribed clarinet lines in               

bars 5 to 16 and 17 to 28). That said, there are certainly some implicit constraints on the                  

clarinet improvisation. These constraints are widely applied throughout many early jazz           

recordings (Gioia, 1997, p. 50) and form a basis for the New Orleans clarinet style. A basic                 

summary of these constraints is: the clarinet plays a line that is mostly based on eighth                

notes, outlines the underlying harmony and complements the cornet melody (Hardie, 2007,            

p. 152). The effect of these constraints in practice will be discussed further in the               

“Improvisation” section below. 
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The second strain (bars 29 to 52) changes the mood significantly, with a whole note melody                

built on the sacred song The Holy City (Hobson, 2014, p. 104). This melody is performed in                 

three-part harmony by the cornets and the trombone. But here the clarinet part is a               

combination of composed and improvised material. In the first four bars of each chorus (bars               

29 to 32 and 41 to 44) there does not appear to be a specifically preconceived part to play,                   

but there is a rhythmic obligation to match the longer note durations of the brass players in                 

sympathy with the altered mood of this strain. The following four bars once again allow the                

clarinet to improvise at counterpoint to the rest of the front line. The final four bars of each                  

repeat of the second strain (bars 37 to 40 and 49 to 52) is played almost identically by                  

Johnny Dodds, thus suggesting that this element was a preconceived part of the             

composition. 

  

The third strain (bars 53 to 64, then also after the clarinet solo at bars 89 to 112) lifts the                    

mood and brings extra vitality to the composition, with the cornets playing the melody in               

harmony and the trombone once again playing an answering figure. This trombone line is              

the same in the first two appearances of the third strain, but deviates for the third time (the                  

final chorus of the performance, see bars 101 to 112). The cornets also deviate from the                

melody after the first phrase of the last chorus. The clarinet harmonises with the cornets at                

the start of each chorus of the third strain (bars 53 to 56, 89 to 92 and 101 to 104), but then                      

is free to improvise as in previous strains. Thus, we see that after the first phrase of the final                   

chorus (bars 105 to 108), all four front line players are improvising simultaneously, with the               

cornets finishing with the melody in bars 109 to 112. 

  

The form of Canal Street Blues is demonstrated in Table 2 below. 
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Table 2: Overall structure of front line in Canal Street Blues  

Form Composed Improvised 

Introduction Cornets 
Trombone 
Clarinet 

  

Strain 1 (each chorus is the same) Cornets 
Trombone 

Clarinet 

Strain 2 (first 4 bars of each chorus) 
  
  
  
Strain 2 (second 4 bars of each chorus) 
  
  
Strain 2 (last 4 bars of each chorus) 
  

Cornets 
Trombone 
Clarinet (rhythms) 
  
Cornets 
Trombone 
  
Cornets 
Trombone 
Clarinet 

Clarinet (notes) 
  
  
  
Clarinet 

Strain 3.1 (first 4 bars) 
  
  
  
Strain 3.1 (last 8 bars) 

Cornets 
Trombone 
Clarinet (rhythms) 
  
Cornets 
Trombone 

Clarinet (notes) 
  
  
  
Clarinet 

Clarinet Solo   Clarinet 

Strain 3.2 (first 4 bars) 
  
  
  
Strain 3.2 (last 8 bars) 

Cornets 
Trombone 
Clarinet (rhythms) 
  
Cornets 
Trombone 

Clarinet (notes) 
  
  
  
Clarinet 

Strain 3.3 (first 4 bars) 
  
  
Strain 3.3 (second 4 bars) 
  
  
  
Strain 3.3 (last 4 bars) 
  

Cornets 
Clarinet (rhythms) 
  
  
  
  
  
Cornets 

Clarinet (notes) 
Trombone 
  
Cornets 
Trombone 
Clarinet 
  
Trombone 
Clarinet 

Coda Cornets 
Trombone 
Clarinet 
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From this investigation of the form of Canal Street Blues we see that the melodic variation                

across the strains of the composition is complemented by the variation of instruments that              

are playing composed material or improvising. This control of improvisation also contributes            

to the dramatic flow of the performance, with gradually more contrapuntal improvisation            

occurring as the performance progresses. This will be discussed further in the section             

headed “Improvisation” below. 

  

Notation 
  

It is difficult to know if King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band would have used notated sheet music                 

to guide their performances and it is interesting to consider whether the fixed non-melody              

parts of the performance of Canal Street Blues (for example the trombone in the first strain,                

or the clarinet at the end of the third strain) were devised by King Oliver along with the                  

melody or developed by the players themselves during previous rehearsals or performances.            

There is some evidence that King Oliver’s group would use “stock arrangements” (sheet             

music for popular songs) but they are likely to have forgone notated music when playing               

ragtime pieces and blues-based compositions such as Canal Street Blues (Shipton, 2007, p.             

87). 

  

As such, it is a fair assumption that the melody of Canal Street Blues may have been                 

communicated aurally to members of the group and they then developed their own parts              

based on the melody and the stylistic requirements of their instruments. 

  

Improvisation 
  

As observed in the “Composition” section above, improvisation plays a large part in both the               

micro and macro levels of Canal Street Blues. The New Orleans front line style provides a                

logical and natural set of constraints for each instrument which allows for synergic             

contrapuntal improvisation. On a macro level, the variation of improvising instruments is            

used to shape and shade the performance and build excitement towards its climax,             

effectively generating the large scale structure of the performance and supporting the            

structure created by the melodic strains of the composition. 
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The New Orleans front line style can be summarised as follows (Gioia, 1997, p. 50-51): 

  

● First cornet plays the melody, with some rhythmic variation and melodic           

ornamentation, mostly based on quarter note rhythms 

● Second cornet supports the first cornet, often by playing a harmony part in rhythmic              

unison 

● Clarinet plays a predominantly eighth note line, often above the range of the cornet              

melody, outlines the harmony, with consideration to complement the cornet melody 

● Trombone outlines the bass notes or basic chord tones of the harmony below the              

range of the cornets, rhythmically based on half notes, with consideration to            

complement the cornet melody 

  

Here we see a set of stylistic constraints that reflect the inherent technical aspects and               

aesthetic strengths of each instruments while providing a framework for effective group            

improvisation where each player can be confident there will be space for their contribution to               

the group sound. With such a clear delineation of roles where the cornets play the melody                

based on quarter notes, the trombone supports below with half notes and the clarinet              

ornaments above with an eighth note line, we see that this simple set of constraints allows                

King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band a wide variety of freedom of expression where “the players               

rarely get in each other’s way, and each in his particular register and function adds to a rich                  

over-all harmonic-melodic fabric” (Schuller, 1986, p. 79). 

  

A further use of improvisation in Canal Street Blues is to outline and support the overarching                

melodic narrative of the composition as well as the dramatic progression of the performance.              

As observed in Table 2 above, each of the three strains are shaped differently, particularly               

by varying the freedom allowed in the clarinet part. The first strain does not restrict the role                 

of the clarinet, starting the performance with a suggestion of the free-wheeling group             

improvisation that completes the recording. As such, the entire first strain is improvised by              

the clarinet. To support the more subdued character of the second strain, the clarinet is               

much more constrained by being required to improvise with longer note durations at the              

beginning of each chorus (bars 29 to 32 and 41 to 44, as shown in Figure 2 below) and finish                    

each chorus with the same composed line that dovetails with the cornets (bars 37 to 40 and                 

49 to 52, as shown in Figure 3 below). Given this description, approximately half of the                

second strain is improvised by the clarinet. In the third strain the clarinet starts each chorus                
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by improvising a harmony part in rhythmic unison with the cornets and is then free to                

improvise, with approximately three quarters of each chorus improvised. 

 

 

Figure 2: Longer clarinet note duration in bars 29 to 32  
and 41 to 44 of Canal Street Blues 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Composed clarinet line in bars 37 to 40 and 49 to 52 of Canal Street Blues 

  

The final chorus of the performance is a variation on the third strain, where the first four bars                  

of the melody are presented followed by contrapuntal improvisation by the entire front line.              

So the overarching narrative of the clarinet part with its initial freedom, followed by restriction               
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in the second strain and then the loosening of its constraints, reaches its dramatic              

conclusion with the most highly improvised portion of the performance. Thus we see that              

improvisation has been used to support the character of each strain, and the variation of               

improvising instruments significantly shapes the development of the entire composition. 

  

Direction 
  

As with the discussion on “Notation” above, there is very little information available to assist               

in evaluating the level of direction involved in the performance of Canal Street Blues. The               

relatively basic three strain form and short duration of the recording suggest that the entire               

performance could easily have been pre-planned with no need for any direction or cuing of               

sections. That said, live performances that were not limited in duration by the recording              

format may have required a band member to cue the movement into new strains or to                

specify the length of solo improvisations. 

  

Relevance to my exploration of spontaneous collective arranging 
  

The significance of Canal Street Blues to this research project is predominantly contained             

within the compositional and improvised elements, but also of interest is the interaction             

between these elements. Looking at the pre-composed elements of the piece in isolation,             

the strain based structure of the melody provides a simple model for creating variation and               

development across a fixed harmonic landscape. The improvised elements show that the            

techniques and constraints of the New Orleans front line style, particularly the clarinet part in               

the case of Canal Street Blues, demonstrate a simple and effective way of creating a               

polyphonic texture where each voice supports the others and ultimately adds to the             

composed melodic line. The general rhythmic constraints on each instrument also suggest a             

model for simultaneous improvisation where different rhythmic durations can be assigned to            

various instruments to achieve a diverse but complementary rhythmic fabric. 

  

It is in the variation of improvisation across the performance that King Oliver’s Creole Jazz               

Band supports the melodic character of the three strains of Canal Street Blues as well as                

further enriching the overall narrative of the composition, with a careful tightening and             

loosening of the restrictions or obligations on each member of the front line. This aspect of                

the performance provides an example that can be applied to spontaneous collective            
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arranging where developing an improvisational framework for performance can generate and           

support the large scale structure of a composition. 
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2.2 Duke Ellington’s Concerto for Cootie 

 

This case study will examine Duke Ellington’s composition Concerto for Cootie and its first              

recorded performance from 1940 featuring trumpeter Cootie Williams (Ellington, 1940). I will            

investigate the initial inspiration for the melodic material, the variations on this material, and              

the integration of the soloist and orchestra into the composition. This leads to the conclusion               

that all of the significant elements of the composition are derived by Ellington directly from               

the unique style and abilities of Cootie Williams, thus generating a work that could not               

possibly exist without the contributions of both composer and performer - a genuinely             

performer-centric approach to composition. 

  

Composition 
 

In the documentary A Duke Named Ellington (Carter, 1988) jazz trumpet player Clark Terry              

(a member of Duke Ellington’s Orchestra from 1951 to 1958 (Dotas, 2001, p. 85)) states that                

the phrase at the start of Concerto for Cootie was part of Cootie Williams’s usual warm-up                

routine. From this phrase and other aspects of Williams’s unique artistry, Duke Ellington             

builds what Hodier considers to be one of the great masterpieces of orchestral jazz (1956,               

p.79). 

  

Concerto for Cootie opens with Williams’s warm-up phrase played with closed plunger mute             

over a small pixie mute (Dotas, 2001, p. 148). Ellington takes the uniquely chromatic              

characteristic of the phrase and develops the eight bar introduction of the work from this               

simple idea with a startling harmonisation that derives from the descending chromatic            

movement of the double bass. 

  

The use of the warm-up figure is continued following the introduction, in what I will refer to as                  

the “A” sections. Where Cootie Williams contributed the atoms of the melodic figure and his               

understated pixie and plunger muted trumpet timbre to this section of the composition,             

Ellington brought a plethora of creativity. The melody constructed by Ellington from the             

warm-up figure begins as simplicity itself, with the figure repeated three times. These             

repetitions are always punctuated by gospel-like “Amens” that are harmonically enriched by            

the continued application of the chromatic character of the melody. But the conclusion of              

each “A” section is presented in a different light every time it appears. Ellington extends and                

compresses Williams’s melody line and creates a telescoping form contained within the            
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composition where the first two appearances of the “A” section are 10 bars in length, the                

next is eight bars and the final is six bars long. In a structural sense this is perfectly logical                   

with the listener needing to hear less of the material as it becomes more familiar, but it also                  

provides a contrast to the static and repetitive character of the first half of the melody with                 

vastly different resolutions on each hearing. 

  

In opposition to the chromatic material derived from Williams’s warm-up figure is the section              

of the piece characterised by the growling, half-open plunger mute playing of Williams and              

an accompaniment that implements a simple I-IV-I harmonic scheme. Rattenbury (1990)           

states that “In matters of harmony, form, and sound [this section] is pure blues” (p. 181).               

This will be referred to as the “B” section. Hodier (1956) overlooks this section as serving                

”merely as an episode” (p. 81) but this understates its importance in the overall scheme of                

the composition. While it lacks the striking creativity and variety of Ellington’s settings of the               

“A” section, this part of the composition allows the listener respite from the static repeats of                

the chromatic warm-figure and the constant surprises of its myriad of resolutions. It has a               

rhythmic looseness in Williams’s playing that is rarely found anywhere else in the             

performance, an easy-going accompaniment from the saxophones and brass and the first            

appearance of unbroken “groove” from the rhythm section (the double bass walks in             

crotchets with drums playing along) that settles the piece for just the right amount of time                

before the re-emergence of the tightly controlled “A” section. 

  

Finally, the open (non-muted) higher register trumpet playing following the modulation of the             

piece to Db major is the third unique aspect of Williams’s playing that is showcased in the                 

composition. Hodier (1956) describes this section as completely changing “the lighting and            

atmosphere of the composition… a perfect contrast with the restraint of the first theme”              

(p. 81). I will call this the “C” section. Here Ellington and Williams present the most lyrical of                 

the melodic lines of the composition, with large leaps and colourful note choices. The range               

of Williams’s trumpet playing also reaches it’s highest and his timbre is its most brilliant. The                

harmonic complexity also reaches its zenith in the “C” section with the changes in tonic               

chord tonality (Db major to Db augmented, to Db6, to Db7) formed by the chromatic               

saxophone line in bars 1 and 2 and bars 9 and 10, the use of the secondary dominant in                   

bars 3 and 4 of the section, and a brief modulation to the subdominant then the minor                 

subdominant in bars 11 and 12. The escalation of lyricism, range and harmonic complexity              

that characterises this section is reserved for the climax of the work and is accompanied by                

a culmination of the chromatic and diatonic approaches of the “A” and “B” sections. 
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Having specified the separate thematic components of the work, I will now consider the              

overall structure of the piece in Table 3 below. 

  

Table 3: Overall structure of Concerto for Cootie  

Form Introduction A1 A2 B A3 Interlude C Interlude A4 Coda (C-B-A) 

Melody Chromatic Chromatic Chromatic Blues Chromatic Diatonic Diatonic Diatonic Chromatic Combination 

Harmony Chromatic Gospel Gospel Blues Gospel Blues Lyrical Chromatic Gospel 
Lyrical 

Chromatic 

Rhythm Quavers Quavers Quavers Loose Quavers 
Synco- 

pated 
Triplets 

Synco- 

pated 
Quavers Combination 

Timbre 

Plunger 

and pixie 

mute 

Plunger 

and pixie 

mute 

Plunger 

and pixie 

mute 

Loose 

plunger 

Plunger 

and pixie 

mute 

Full band Open Full band 

Plunger 

and pixie 

mute 

Combination 

Dynamics 

Soft 

Moderate 

Loud 

Soft Soft Moderate Soft Loud Loud Loud Soft 

Loud 

Moderate 

Soft 

Length 

(bars) 
8 10 10 8 8 4 16 2 6 10 

  

  

This overall view of Concerto for Cootie demonstrates Duke Ellington’s particularly effective            

use of balance and contrast to highlight and underscore all facets of Cootie Williams’s              

unique style. Just as it seems that Ellington has squeezed everything out of the              

chromaticism of Williams’s warm-up figure the blues is introduced in the “B” section, and the               

eventual arrival at diatonicism in the soloist’s part in the “C” section marks the climax of the                 

piece. This melodic scheme is perfectly reflected in the timbres and dynamics performed by              

Williams, where the reserved, closely muted trumpet of the “A” sections is loosened for the               

bluesy “B” section and finally unleashed into the high register in the “C” section.              

Rhythmically, the lightly swinging quavers of the “A” sections are allowed to become almost              

unhinged in the “B” section where the soloist and the orchestra dig in and swing much                

harder, and then in the climactic “C” section the most intricate and rhythmically dense              

melody line appears. 

  

The coda provides an exemplary final example of Ellington’s masterful orchestral setting of             

Williams’s style. The orchestra starts with a figure both harmonically and rhythmically            

reminiscent of the “C” section and is answered by Cootie Williams playing high and without               

mute. Williams then moves to the bluesy timbre of the “B” section with his plunger mute                
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looser rhythmic interpretation before the woodwinds answer with an ascending chromatic           

melody that is a paraphrase of the warm-up figure that characterises the “A” section. In the                

coda, Ellington created a miniature summary of the entire composition that perfectly unifies             

and brings the piece to its conclusion. 

  

So we see that from many distinct components of Cootie Williams’s style Duke Ellington              

generated a compellingly varied composition with inherent structural unity. Hodier (1956)           

remarks that: 

  

Concerto for Cootie is a masterpiece because what the orchestra says is the             

indispensable complement to what the soloist says; because nothing is out of place             

or superfluous in it; and because the composition thus attains unity. 

(p. 80) 

  

Notation 
  

Dotas (2001) notes that “the original score for Concerto for Cootie has not been located and                

is assumed to be lost” (p. 142) and he carried out his analysis with a transcription of the                  

1940 performance of the piece by David Berger (1989). 

  

Even though a manuscript in Ellington’s hand for Concerto for Cootie is not available, written               

scores and instrumental parts for many other works from this period of Ellington’s orchestra              

exist in the Duke Ellington Collection in the Smithsonian Library (2016) and this indicates              

that these works were performed from quite specifically notated manuscripts. Most           

researchers (Hodier, 1956, p. 90; Knauer, 1990, p. 31; Dotas, 2001, p. 29) agree that               

beyond the obviously notated ensemble parts, soloists in Ellington’s orchestra often played            

previously conceived, if not fully notated, soloistic parts. 

  

All of this leads to the finding that Concerto for Cootie was most likely performed from an                 

almost fully notated score. 

  

Improvisation 
  

As alluded to in the previous section on notation, while Concerto for Cootie features a jazz                

soloist (a role often synonymous with spontaneity), its 1940 performance contains almost no             
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improvisation. This is particularly evident in the direct repetition by the orchestra of phrases              

played by the soloist and as well as the repetition within phrases in the soloist’s part                

(Rattenbury, 1990, p. 198). While this may be considered a negative attribute, particularly             

within the annals of jazz, an art form lauded for spontaneous expression, in this instance the                

solo role is so perfectly integrated with the orchestra (Hodier, 1956, p. 90) that improvisation               

may have diluted the unity and clarity of the composition. 

 

Direction 
 

A cursory consideration of the 1940 recorded performance of Concerto for Cootie suggests             

little scope for any contribution from a conductor or director. There are no tempo changes or                

cessations of the rhythmic pulse nor any parts of the composition’s structure that require              

delineation in performance. Audio-visual recordings of the Ellington Orchestra’s         

performances (Gleason, 2005) show that while Ellington sometimes plays the role of a             

conductor, this almost exclusively entails beginning and ending songs. 

 

Relevance to my exploration of spontaneous collective arranging 
 

While the notational, improvisational and directional facets of Concerto for Cootie are of             

limited interest for this project, the compositional process of Duke Ellington is particularly             

enlightening. Cootie Williams’s unique style was used to generate the melodic material of the              

composition, the rhythmic scheme, the various harmonic settings, the changes in timbral            

palette and ultimately the overall structural and dynamic development. Ellington’s ability to            

compose music specially derived from the skills of the musicians in his orchestra and              

uniquely suited to their performance styles is widely recognised (Rattenbury, 1990, pp.            

13-32; Schuller, 1968, p. 326; Collier, 2009, p. 82) and is often referred to as the “Ellington                

Effect”, a term first used by Billy Strayhorn in a July 1952 interview in Down Beat magazine                 

(Shapiro, 1955, p. 237). This effect can be further observed in Ellington compositions and             

their performances such as Jack the Bear featuring Jimmy Blanton on double bass, Clarinet              

Lament for Barney Bigard, Cottontail for Ben Webster, Boy Meets Horn for Rex Stewart and               

Jeep’s Blues and Prelude to a Kiss for Johnny Hodges. 

  

In Concerto for Cootie Duke Ellington illuminates one of the primary areas of concern for               

spontaneous collective arranging. Duke Ellington has created a work where every aspect is             
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derived from a soloist’s unique artistry and this provides a strong model for a              

“performer-centric” approach to composition. 
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2.3 Earle Brown’s December 1952 

  

Earle Brown’s composition December 1952 (Brown, 1954) has been described as “an            

intriguing work of art” (Uitti, 2007, p. 333), “a work that changed the course of the history of                  

notation, a work without precedent” (Alden, 2007, p. 315) and “one of the earliest, most               

elegant and famous examples of graphic notation” (Dubinets, 2007, p. 412). This case study              

will investigate Brown’s composition in the context of my own exploration of spontaneous             

collective arranging. 

  

As its title suggests, the piece was composed in December 1952 in a series of works that                 

were published under the title Folio (Brown, 1954). Earle Brown described this group of              

compositions as follows: 

  

In highly experimental works from 1952 and 1953, collected and published as Folio and Four               

Systems (subtitled “experiments in notation and performance process”), the Alexander          

Calder-inspired “mobility” finally found a practical (for me) notational expression. The scores            

were in different invented notations of a highly ambiguous graphic nature, subject to a              

number of different - but all inherently valid - realizations. (1999, p. 41) 

  

This paper will use a definition of “standard” notation that reflects Brown’s belief that “the               

imposition of standard ‘fixatives’, such as metric durations, bar lines and precise pitch tends              

to ignore the aural tradition and nature of performing practice, which, from much other              

evidence, would seem to have existed before 1600, and tends to attach rigidity of image               

which is an aural conditioning and performance standard acquired only since about 1800”             

(Brown, 1986, p. 183). In general, this paper will consider standard notation as notation              

typical to 19th century Western music that aims to maximise the specification of musical              

elements. 

  

Brown (1986) summarised his own reasons for pursuing new notation systems and            

performance processes in works such as December 1952: 

  

1. Belief that the complexity and subtlety of the desired sound results had            

passed the point at which standard notation could practically and reasonably           

express and describe the desired result. 
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2. The above belief led to a relaxation of finite notational controls and to the              

conscious inclusion of ambiguity in "generalized" notations with which the          

performer and the performance process could collaborate. 

3. The search for inherent or "process" mobility in the work. The work as an              

endlessly transforming and generating "organism," conceptually unified in its         

delivery (the influence of the work of Calder). 

4. The above necessitates a search for the "conditional" performance state of           

spontaneous involvement, responsible to the composed materials and to the          

poetic conception of the work; "work" in this case being the activity of             

producing as well as the acquisition of a finite result (the influence of the work               

of Pollock). 

5. The fundamental motivation for all of the above: to produce a "multi-ordinal"            

communicative activity between the composer, the work, and the performer,          

and a similarly "open" potential of experience for the listener. 

(p. 199) 

  

The Oxford Dictionary of Music defines “graphic scores” as scores that “employ drawn visual              

analogues in order to convey the composer's intentions with regard to the required sounds              

and textures … Others deliberately omit any notational sign or music indication, seeking only              

to stimulate the performer's creativity” (2012). This definition fits well with Earle Brown’s             

reasons for utilising graphic notation and is also particularly relevant to the score for              

December 1952. 

  

Composition 
  

The score for December 1952 (Brown, 1954) is startling and confronting when compared to              

standard musical notation. The work is presented as a series of vertical and horizontal lines               

of varying length and thickness on a square piece of paper. In addition there is a paragraph                 

of text and a small diagram in the prefatory notes with the score. While it is most simple to                   

view the graphical elements of December 1952 as representative of musical duration, range             

or dynamic, Brown (1954) indicates that a much wider interpretation is welcome and to some               

extent, something he encourages in performance, saying he aims to “provoke performers to             

work together and react to their own poetics, their instantaneous communication with            

themselves and with the people around them” (Brown, 2008, p. 7). He particularly looked              

down upon preconceived or “worked out” performances of the composition (Brown, 2008,            
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pp. 8-9) considering them to be antithetical to the intent of the work. As such, it is difficult to                   

class these graphic symbols as the primary compositional elements of the work. 

  

It seems more fitting to consider Brown’s aim to produce a musical “mobile” inspired by the                

works of Alexander Calder as the central compositional element of December 1952. Brown             

stated, “Under the influence of Calder, I considered this kind of thing to be a mobility, which                 

is to say a score that was mobile - a score that had more than one potential form and                   

performance realization” (Brown, 2008, p. 1). This concept shapes every performance of the             

work and is the first thing that must be addressed by performers, namely the direction from                

which to approach the score. Whether left to right, down to up or in an imaginary three                 

dimensional field as Brown’s prefatory note (1954) suggests as a possibility. This gives a              

strong narrative to each performance of an ensemble viewing the same structure from             

different perspectives. Brown (1986) characterises this property of the composition as, “an            

endlessly transforming and generating “organism”, conceptually unified in its delivery” (p.           

199). 

  

Another compositional component of December 1952 is the level of control that Earle Brown              

chose to exercise. By allowing varied interpretations of the graphic symbols, he chooses not              

to fix the elements of melody, harmony, rhythm, dynamics, range, timbre or tempo (although              

the performer may use the notation as a guide to any or all of these if they wish). It is in                     

terms of overall structure that the score provides the most specific detail. Brown exercises              

his aesthetic as the composer in the balance of space and structure in the score (Brown,                

1954). And it is this structure that gives December 1952 its unique identity, it makes a                

performance of this work distinct from any other work that may be graphically notated with               

lines of varying thicknesses on a square piece of paper. 

  

Gresser (2007) is critical of the success of December 1952 as a self-contained composition,              

arguing that 

  

if one realises that Brown, later in his life, preferred involving a conductor in a               

performance, and if one were to allow a composer’s extra-notational statements and            

practices to determine one’s own approach to a performance, then one could no             

longer perform December 1952 in the free manner in which it is commonly             

performed. (p. 391) 
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His position is that when Brown was involved in a performance he usually provided              

significant additional compositional material during rehearsals and performance (pp.         

383-384), thus suggesting that Brown himself didn’t find that there was enough            

compositional material contained in the score to properly qualify December 1952 as a fully              

contained composition. Brown himself stated that “Gordon Mumma did my ‘December 1952’            

once. He sent me a tape, and one of the interesting things that strikes me is that if he hadn’t                    

written on the box ‘December 1952’, I wouldn’t have known what it was!” (Beal, 2007,               

p. 355). This said, Brown (1999) recognised that he had “extended the compositional aspect             

and the performance process as far out of the normal realms as I could … just short of                  

producing nothing at all” (p. 49). It is through this realisation that we can appreciate that                

while the compositional elements of December 1952 may superficially appear to be minimal,             

the implications of the physical form of the piece and its focus on allowing performers to                

present the work from many different perspectives is in fact its unique defining feature. 

  

Notation 
  

December 1952 is notated very simply and clearly, but holds much complexity when Brown’s              

prefatory notes for performance are considered. Brown (1954) writes, “In a performance            

utilizing only three dimensions as active (vertical, horizontal, and time), the thickness of the              

event indicate the relative intensity and/or (where applicable) instrumentally [sic] clusters.”           

So when approaching a piece of notation in the score, this interpretation requires the              

performer to consider the length of the line in the horizontal direction and equate this to                

duration, and the thickness of the line in the vertical direction and relate this to intensity or                 

the clustering of pitches if possible. It is implied though not clearly stated that the path of the                  

performer through the score need not be linear as it “may be performed in any direction from                 

any point in the defined space” (Brown, 1954). 

  

The notation of December 1952 becomes less explicit when performed in what Brown’s             

(1954) prefatory note to the score refers to as “four dimensions” where ”the relative              

thickness and length of the events are functions of their conceptual position on a plane               

perpendicular to the vertical and horizontal plane of the score.” Thus, the score becomes a               

two dimensional projection of the three dimensional space in which the events of the              

composition exist. The path taken over time through this space is the fourth dimension as               

the performer may vary their speed of travel. This is the interpretation of the score that most                 

clearly reflects the concept of the mobile structure that inspired the work. The requirement of               
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the “three dimensional” interpretation to use the notation to represent duration, intensity and             

pitch clusters is no longer present and Brown (1954) says that, “the characteristics of sound               

and their relationships to each other are subject to continual transformation and            

modification.” 

  

Whether a three or four dimensional (or some other) interpretation of the score is utilised in                

performance, the most important implication of the notation of the score is that of              

approaching the same structure from many different changing perspectives. Furthermore,          

this structure is viewed through the prism of the personal interpretation of each performer.              

Nyman (1974) states that December 1952 is the earliest example of a piece that forces the                

performer to consider 

  

What are the units of time? And how do they relate to the total time, the time for                  

individual rectangles, the time of the silences between them? Should the intensity            

range refer outside the piece or not? Given that all the rectangles fall within a fairly                

narrow range of widths, should the gradations of loudness be within a similarly             

narrow dynamic range - that is, soft - or could one use a total continuum of very soft                  

to very loud corresponding to the scale of thinnest to thickest rectangles? And should              

the relating of musical elements to the rectangles be logical or arbitrary, consistent or              

inconsistent? (p. 58) 

  

Thus the graphic notation of December 1952 can further be seen as a challenge for the                

performers to reconsider the very basis of notation and its intent, but also allowing this to                

occur in a natural and personal way. In this sense, the notation used by Brown to convey the                  

concept of mobility has another layer beyond that of interpretation, leading the performers to              

actively collaborate with the composer to create each performance. 

  

Improvisation 
  

The implications of the compositional structure and notation of December 1952 invite the             

performer to supply the majority of musical material spontaneously in performance. In            

particular, Earle Brown’s (1954) prefatory note to the score states that prior to performance              

“no further preliminary defining of the events, other than an agreement as to total              

performance time, take place.” 
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Brown (1986) noted that December 1952 leads performers to “a search for the ‘conditional’              

performance state of spontaneous involvement, responsible to the composed materials and           

to the poetic conception of the work”. Further, his goal was “to produce a ‘multi-ordinal’               

communicative activity between the composer, the work, and the performer” (1986, p. 199).             

Given our earlier discussion on the notation of December 1952, particularly the four             

dimensional approach where the interpretation of the notation is less explicit, we see that              

Brown has effectively maximised improvisation and only retained compositional control over           

the central defining property of the composition: its “mobile” structure. Brown (1999) felt that              

this was “not an abandonment of composer responsibility but the musical result inherent in a               

provoked, multicreative, ‘synergistic’ interaction of the composer’s concept, the graphic          

score, the performer’s realization, and the audience” (p. 41). 

  

In approaching his role as a composer in this manner, Brown allows the performers to               

contribute as improvisers in their fullest capacity and spontaneously explore their           

relationship with other performers while also serving the composition’s central theme through            

their interpretation of the mobile structure. Brown describes his aims in composing            

December 1952 as “a piece of music which would have a basic character always, but by                

virtue of aspects of improvisation or notational flexibility, the piece could take on subtly              

different kinds of character” (Bailey, 1993, p. 60). 

  

Direction 
  

The issue of direction, or conducting, of December 1952 is an interesting area, particularly              

when considering Earle Brown’s performance practice with respect to this work. The score             

and its prefatory notes make no reference to the requirement or even the potential              

usefulness of a conductor. In fact, the presence of a conductor could be seen to be                

somewhat counterproductive to satisfying the goals of the composition. The idea of viewing             

the composition’s mobile structure from the many perspectives of the performers is such a              

defining feature of the work that allowing a conductor to shape a performance seems to               

distill its essence. 

  

But it appears that when Earle Brown was involved in performances of December 1952 he               

acted as a conductor in a very active sense. He says 
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As a conductor, in a sense, the person who is “conducting” the piece is, in my opinion                 

- whether it’s me or not - a kind of producer of the piece. In other words, the person                   

who is bringing about the performance may determine the kinds of sounds that may              

be produced in relationship to the score. (Brown, 2008, p. 9) 

  

Gresser (2007) argues that “the version [of December 1952] for conductor contradicts the             

work’s free-flowing character” and that “a performance with a conductor potentially reduces            

the possibility for social interaction, and for indeterminate and less conventional sounds, and             

risks reproducing similar executions of the work” (p. 384). Discussing one of his own              

performances of December 1952, Brown (2008) notes that in preparing for performance he             

worked with the group and “[w]hat we rehearsed was a way of performing, not a               

performance itself” (p. 10). Brown (2008) goes further, to explain a set of signals designed               

for this performance: 

  

When I put my left hand at the top of my head, it indicates that I want the musicians                   

to realize the score in their high register. When my hand is at my waist, it indicates                 

that they are to realize the graphics in the low register. In the performance, I choose                

timbre and select combinations of instruments. In other words, I can have all the              

musicians working constantly, or I can stop them, start them, change tempi, change             

instrumentation (which is to say color) … so the conductor functions, in my opinion              

and in my practice, as another musician who has the orchestra as his instrument.  

(p. 11) 

  

Gresser (2007, pp. 382-385) has analysed a performance of December 1952 that Earle             

Brown conducted, and finds that Brown “forces” various events such as silences and             

cadences onto the orchestra (p. 384). Furthermore, Gresser opines that “Brown sought to             

conduct his works himself, and believed that he could do so well; this hints at the fact that he                   

must have had a broad preference for an ideal structuring” (pp. 384-385). These findings              

lead Gresser to the conclusion that “if one realises that Brown, later in his life, preferred                

involving a conductor in a performance [of December 1952] … [o]ne would need to see it as                 

a much more limited work; the reading of the score would be encumbered by Brown’s               

preference for employing a conductor” (pp. 391-392). 

  

While this may hold some relevance to the historical standing of December 1952 as an early                

work that invites the almost uninhibited spontaneous contribution of a full group of             
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performers, the use of a conductor does not need to unnecessarily constrict the performers.              

Just as there could be faithful and unfaithful readings of the score by instrumentalists, the               

conductor may act in the spirit of the work or outside of it. Hence, the role of the conductor                   

does not preclude a successful rendering of December 1952, and in fact the function of a                

conductor in such works provides an illuminating model for my own investigation of             

spontaneous collective arranging. 

  

Relevance to my exploration of spontaneous collective arranging 
  

December 1952 in its most basic sense as a graphic score provides a simple and effective                

example for a way of using geometric shapes to represent compositional intention, whether it              

be rhythm, intensity, range or pitch, or structure and relationships. In my work on              

spontaneous collective arranging this technique will be of use as it fully reconciles with the               

aim of compositionally guiding performers while allowing them to spontaneously realise           

musical elements in their own way. I feel that graphic notation may be particularly useful for                

my own composing when combined with other notation such as chord symbols that are              

familiar to jazz performers or within specified rhythmic contexts. 

  

But looking beyond the superficial information in the score for December 1952 and focusing              

on its central theme of the Alexander Calder inspired mobile provides a strong model for               

developing and representing compositional structure. The musical application of the concept           

of the mobile allows for a work that is fixed to some degree but can change both in design                   

and in the viewing perspective, and is an excellent analogy for the level of contribution that                

spontaneous collective arranging seeks to encourage from performers. 

  

A particular example of using the mobile concept from my compositional journal on 1              

September 2016 notes that 

  

The “mobile” idea, with a “solar system” layout works well with the concept of              

convergence. It provides a very clear visual representation of multiple reducing           

options leading to a common point. 

  

A simple compositional realisation of this could be to lay out out a series of concentric circles                 

on a score. Each “layer” could contain various musical elements with progressively less             

elements leading towards the centre which would contain a single idea. Each performer             
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could take their own unique path through the layers (the equivalent of viewing a mobile from                

their own perspective) but the design of the composition would inherently structure the             

ensemble’s performance in a way that starts in its most divergent state and converges to the                

central idea. Similarly, a composition may move from the centre of such a “solar system”,               

thus diverging in performance. This idea could be generalised further by allowing inwards             

and outwards movement throughout a performance, thus giving the ensemble (or perhaps a             

conductor) the ability use convergence as a way of spontaneously generating and shaping             

structure. 

  

The significance of Earle Brown’s composition December 1952 to this research project is             

thus twofold: its graphic notation demonstrates a method of expressing compositional intent            

while maximising the contribution of performers, and the concept of a musical equivalent to a               

physical mobile provides a stimulating structural representation of various perspectives of           

performance of the same musical elements. 
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2.4 Charles Mingus’s The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady 

  

Charles Mingus’s The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady (Mingus, 1963) was recorded and              

released in 1963 and is one of his most extended and unified works that is “remarkable for                 

the richness of its harmonic texture and for the tension that it sustains over a forty-minute                

series of modal explorations” (Saul, 2005, p. 193). The composition of the piece, its              

performance and subsequent editing of the recording all demonstrate careful consideration           

and integration of the contribution of the members of the ensemble, so that the work is truly                 

performer-centric in all aspects. As such, this case study will discuss this work from the               

perspective of its final released form which entails the material composed prior to the              

recording session, the recorded performance itself and the editing process. 

 

Mingus often referred to his ensembles as “Workshops” (Dunkel, 2011, p. 231) and this              

clearly implies the importance of the specific performers involved in each of his groups. The               

musicians chosen to contribute to the Workshop for The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady are                

vital to its essence and it includes particularly singular performances from Charlie Mariano             

(alto saxophone), Jaki Byard (piano), Quentin Jackson (trombone) and Mingus himself           

(double bass and piano). This focus on composing music for the specific musicians involved              

follows from the example of Duke Ellington, and Santoro (2001) notes that “[t]he ensemble              

work woven from separate lines rather than blocked chords, the luminous harmonies, the             

predominance of deep-toned horns, the lovely winding melodies, the extended format all            

deliberately evoked Duke” (p. 210). In discussing his general compositional process, Mingus            

said 

  

Each man’s particular style is taken into consideration. They are given different rows             

of notes to use against each chord but they choose their own notes and play them in                 

their own style, from scales as well as chords, except where a particular mood is               

indicated. In this way I can keep my own compositional flavor… and yet allow the               

musicians more individual freedom in the creation of their group lines and solos.             

(Mingus, 1956) 

  

Saul (2001) calls Mingus’s groups “a form of radically participatory democracy” (p. 395) and              

it is from this perspective that we can begin to see the relevance of his work, and particularly                  

The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady, to this project’s exploration of spontaneous collective              

arranging. 
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Composition 
  

At first listening The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady appears to be a complex multi-section                

work in which Mingus “sought to create variety by splicing precomposed themes with a              

kaleidoscopic range of instrumental backgrounds, textures that the solos spread over and            

abraded against” (Saul, 2003, p. 193). But as can be seen in Table 4 below, the work itself                  

can be easily broken into sections that fall into the following categories: loops, ballads,              

unaccompanied improvisations, interludes, and other elements such as a blues form, short            

punctuating incidents and the ending of the work. A complete chronological summary of the              

structure of The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady can be found in Appendix B. 

 

Table 4: Summary of section categories of The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady  

Element Number of sections Total Time Proportion  of time 

Loops 9 0:22:45 58% 

Ballads 4 0:05:38 14% 

Unaccompanied improvisations 12 0:07:55 20% 

Interludes 2 0:00:27 1% 

Other 4 0:02:44 7% 

  

As this table demonstrates, the majority (58%) of the performance of the work is made up of                 

repeated “loop” sections. There are nine of these sections (with variations on these nine              

loops) and one iteration of each loop is very short (between 1 and 4 bars) and allows for                  

significant freedom of interpretation of the pre-composed material by the performers. Griffith            

(2015) says that with this type of material “that allowed indeterminate interplay on a few               

chords, for example, [Mingus] could prepare players for following his more extended forms,             

where frontline improvising went on until a signal (changing a harmony or rhythmic groove)              

to jump back into the original form” (p. 80). 

  

These loop sections are generally made up of a small number of chords (often two) and                

some form of written material for each player. Performers are clearly free to interpret this               

material in a way which develops the loops as they progress. Saul (2003) describes one               

such section “where a seesaw one-two rhythm speeds up over muted trumpet and             

trombones and in the twelfth through seventeenth minutes of the fourth movement, where             

the Workshop accelerates three times at a breakneck pace away from an original tempo,              
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then throws itself back” (p. 200). As such, these repeated sections are often used to build                

tension which can be alleviated by changing to another section (for example one of the               

ballad sections) or to build to what Griffith (2015) refers to as an “ecstatic event”. This is                 

essentially a point at which tempo or tension cannot be built any more and “[o]nce The Black                 

Saint starts heading into one of its many lengthy accelerando passages… you can be              

assured that the Workshop will not stop accelerating until it has reached the asymptotic point               

where acceleration is futile” (Saul, 2003, p. 199). 

  

The four ballad sections of The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady have relatively slow tempos                

and are composed in a linear (i.e. not repeating) way. These sections are more strictly               

composed and interpreted than the loop sections and make up 14% of the total              

performance. The ballads act as oases of peace, luscious contrasts to the frenzied surging              

tensions of the loop sections. 

  

Another significant structural component of The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady is the use               

of unaccompanied solo, duo and trio sections, making up 20% of the performance. With              

these, Mingus achieves a significant variation in texture from the rest of the work, a great                

sense of space, and also gives the soloists the responsibility to actively contribute to the               

progression of the performance. These sections demonstrate that “[i]n Mingus’s music,           

composition is therefore performative: it is a staged process that is influenced by each              

performer of the composition and subject to continual change” (Dunkel, 2011, p. 231). 

  

These loop, ballad and unaccompanied sections make up 92% of the performance and this              

significant proportion clearly demonstrates the primary material of the work, but it is in putting               

these pieces together that “Mingus upped the ante... in that he intended The Black Saint and                

the Sinner Lady not as a series of episodes (suite form) but “first of all as a continuous                  

piece” (Saul, 2003, p. 198). This is clearly achieved through some degree of preconceived              

structure but also the structure that was created in the editing, splicing and overdubbing              

process that occurred after the recorded performance. Santoro (2001) says that “[i]t was             

ambitiously edited and overdubbed… For Mingus, the studio was another instrument” (p.            

210) and Priestley (1983) contends that “The Black Saint marks the first occasion in any field                

where the combination of overdubbing with creative editing actually determined the nature of             

the product” (p. 147). When observing the full structure of The Black Saint and the Sinner                

Lady in Appendix B, it can be seen that sections of loops, ballads and unaccompanied               

improvisations are balanced carefully across the performance, and thematic material is           
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repeated at various points to tie the work together. Whether this balance was achieved in the                

phase of composition prior to the performance or afterwards in the editing of the recording is                

hard to assess without access to the original scores used at the recording session (see the                

“Notation” section of this case study below), but it is clear that both of these processes                

contributed to the structure of the final released product and as such are both considered to                

be important parts of the composition process for this work. 

  

Notation 
  

While one of the most striking aspects of The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady is the                 

freedom with which the performers are allowed to present their contributions, it is clear that               

the work contains a significant amount of notated material composed prior to the recording              

session. Producer Bob Thiele recalls “much confusion with arrangers and copyists prior to             

and during the actual recording” (Priestley, 1983, p. 145) and it is understandable that such               

tension might occur in trying to arrive at a definitive notated score, given that inherently               

“[m]usic scores tend to keep a composition fixed and inflexible - qualities that Mingus was               

strongly opposed to” (Dunkel, 2011, p. 231). 

  

The Library of Congress holds the scores and parts used at the recording session of The                

Black Saint and the Sinner Lady and significant efforts have been made to obtain copies of                

these materials. Unfortunately, the time constraints of this project have not allowed various             

organisations to carry out their roles in providing access. That said, thanks must go to the                

estate of Charles Mingus for supplying exceptionally expedient approval for access, albeit to             

no avail. 

  

Thus, the analysis in this section is limited to observing that notated material was certainly               

used, probably to a greater extent than the aural methods often purported to be used by                

Mingus. For example Griffiths (2015) says “[i]n his charts, the level of instruction might be               

sketchily outlined, remaining open to the interpretive powers and contributions of the            

players” (p. 79). But Mingus appears to have broken out of the constraints of strictly notated                

material with instructions written onto the parts, for example “[t]he score instructs [Quentin]             

Jackson, for instance, to “rest up butter you preach shortly,” and to improvise around a B-flat                

minor chord with a flatted fifth “and anything elese [sic] you need to preach” (Saul, 2003, p.                 

197). The use of notation in The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady is clearly an area that                  

demands further research. 
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Improvisation 
  

The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady is an intriguing work, atypical in the realm of jazz,                 

particularly when considering the role of improvisation in the recorded performance. As has             

been noted, improvisation is present in the freedom of interpretation allowed to the             

ensemble, but there are also sections which feature a soloist or duos and trios of soloists, as                 

well as the alto saxophone overdubs of Charlie Mariano. 

  

The summary of the work in Appendix B shows that almost all instances where a soloist or                 

multiple soloists emerge from the tapestry of the ensemble are contained in either loop              

sections or unaccompanied moments. (The single counterexample is the soprano          

saxophone solo over the Bb minor blues form starting at 4 minutes 13 seconds.) This               

demonstrates one of the primary driving forces behind the structure of The Black Saint and               

the Sinner Lady - that of non-linear development of material. Nothing is less linear than an                

indefinite repeated accompaniment or no accompaniment at all. Instead of being built on the              

progression of chords to achieve movement and expansion  

 

the basic simplicity of the materials and their polyrhythmic development, the           

structural use of passages with accelerating tempos or no tempo, the fact that all the               

improvised solos are modal (many of them based on the favourite “Spanish scale”) -              

these show how far the work is a product of Mingus’s own experiences and              

experimentation. (Priestley, 1983, pp. 145-146) 

  

The other primary improvisational component that shapes the piece is the alto saxophone             

solos overdubbed onto the recorded ensemble material by Charlie Mariano. Mariano recalls            

that Mingus said 

  

“OK, when I point to you, start playing and, when I wave at you, stop. And, when I                  

point, start again." And that's how the whole last thing was made. Because there              

wasn't any alto jazz written in that thing at all, it was all dubbed in a week later.                  

(Charlie Mariano interviewed by Steve Allen, BBC Radio, 9 October 1966, in            

Priestley, 1983, p. 147) 
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So we see that improvisation is vital to every step of the performance: in the interpretation of                 

the written material, in the initial performance of the material (the solos at the recording               

session) and in the overdubs of Charlie Mariano which were used by Mingus as part of his                 

editing process to tie the entire performance together into the final release of the work that is                 

The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady. 

  

Direction 
  

While it is hard to know exactly how Charles Mingus physically directed the performance of               

The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady, it is clear that his role as bandleader shaped the work                  

in many ways. In all of his ensembles “Mingus was able to forge relationships with players,                

mentoring and demanding individual contributions in creating composed melody and          

countermelody, group and solo improvisations” (Griffith, 2015, p. 93). He chose musicians            

with unique sounds and who could genuinely contribute something new to the performances,             

in the Ellingtonian tradition of building a band sound (Saul, 2003, p. 197). 

  

Mingus also “focused on ‘drawing out’ the latent emotions of his Workshoppers, practicing             

the art of instigation with on-the-spot musical cues as well as extra-musical eruptions” (Saul,              

2001, p. 389). Such cues would have been necessary in the performance of The Black Saint                

and the Sinner Lady as we have seen that the loop sections that make up more than half of                   

the piece obviously required guidance to end and move onto the next section. It is also                

apparent that Mingus was able to guide and control the sudden changes in tempo and               

dramatically shape the performance from his role as bass player, along with the verbal              

encouragement that is found throughout his recorded output. Griffith (2015) notes that “[f]or             

Mingus, the directorial style of commanding with his personality worked to elicit emotional             

responses from his players” (p. 78) and this is particularly apparent across the entirety of               

The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady. 

  

Relevance to my exploration of spontaneous collective arranging 
  

The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady was one of the early influences on my interest in                 

pursuing the approach that is referred to in this paper as “spontaneous collective arranging”,              

and this case study has clarified and built upon the things that have drawn me to this work.                  

The composition’s heavy reliance on short repeated sections as its base material implores             
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the musicians to develop the simple composed material to achieve a compelling            

performance. Dunkel (2011) says 

  

Musicians playing with Mingus were encouraged to not just solo over a familiar tune,              

or to play the changes, but to actually co-compose. At the same time, the process of                

composing was moved from a usually private realm to a public space - it became part                

of the show. (p. 230) 

  

The contrast of these loosely interpreted parts with more strictly performed ballad sections             

provides a great feeling of balance to the work, and the use of unaccompanied improvised               

interludes allows the performers to be very literally involved in connecting the work together.              

Charles Mingus also used the editing of the recording as part of the composition process,               

shaping the piece and adding to it (in the form of Charlie Mariano’s alto saxophone               

overdubs) to reach the final incarnation of the piece. 

  

Hence, The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady shows a method of performer-centric             

composition that occurs before the performance, during the performance and also after the             

performance, a truly universal approach to the process of composition. 
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2.5 John Zorn’s Cobra 

  

This case study explores John Zorn’s game piece Cobra (Zorn, 1984), one of his “most               

well-known and oft-performed composition[s]” (Brackett, 2010, p. 69) and a piece that is             

“antagonistic and collaborative, at once reproducing the composer-conductor hierarchy of          

traditional ‘classical’ music and subverting that hierarchy from within the ‘composition’ itself”            

(McNeilly, 1995, para. 18). 

  

In describing Cobra, Zorn (Strickland, 1991) says “To put it as simply as I can, there’s a set                  

of eighteen cards, each card standing for a different set of relationships among the players”               

(p. 135). McNeilly (1995) further describes the rules of the game 

  

It consists of a series of hand signals, each of which corresponds to a type of                

interaction ranging from quickly-traded bursts of sound to aggressive competitions.          

Any one of the players may choose at any time to change the direction of the piece                 

and to alter the type of interaction; Zorn’s function as conductor is merely to relay that                

change to the rest of the players, through a hand signal, and to offer a downbeat.                

Players may also, individually or in groups, engage in “guerrilla tactics,” for which             

there exists a whole new set of signals, by which they attempt to wrest control of the                 

group from the conductor and to conduct their own series of interactions. (para. 18) 

  

It should also be noted that Cobra exists as a set of rules with no musical material provided.                  

Zorn says 

  

In Cobra the musical materials are completely up to the performers. I have nothing to               

say about it. I make no musical decisions. I set the situation up, I set the rules up.                  

They make the decisions. (Strickland, 1991, p. 133) 

  

Cobra is designed to be performed by improvisers, to “harness the personal languages of a               

new school of improvisers working together in the East Side of Lower Manhattan” (Cox,              

2004, p. 197) and as such it inherently encourages and celebrates the spontaneous             

contributions of the musicians involved in each performance. 
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Composition 
  

Cobra is a piece designed specifically not to include any themes or predetermined content              

(Strickland, 1991, p. 126) and Zorn (Cox, 2004) has stated that 

  

What you get on stage, then, is not just someone reading music but a drama. You                

get a human drama. You get life itself, which is what the ultimate musical experience               

is: it’s life. Musicians relating to each other, through music. (p. 198) 

  

In Cobra the relationships between the musicians are in fact the compositional material. In              

relation to his game pieces, Zorn (McCutchan, 1999) noted that 

  

Game pieces came about through improvising with other people, seeing that things I             

wanted to happen weren’t happening. I’d wonder, “Why aren’t people leaving more            

silences?” So I’d write a piece for improvisers that inherently had a lot more silences.               

Or, “Why doesn’t everybody, all of a sudden, change at one time?” So then I’d create                

a little system and write a piece involving that. (p. 163) 

  

The relationships that Cobra particularly aims to encourage are included in various unofficial             

copies of the “rules” for the game. One such set of rules is included on Rodrigo Constanzo’s                 

(2016) website and contains particularly detailed instructions. Possible cues are grouped by            

the signal used by performers to request the change: 

  

● Mouth cues: control the personnel currently performing 

● Nose cues: specify duos, trading of solos or control the number of “events” that              

players may play 

● Eye cues: a special type of very fast trades that Zorn calls “cartoon trades” 

● Ear cues: change style, personnel or volume 

● Head cues: sound memories, where players have to remember the current events            

and return to them when requested 

● Palm cues: for ending the performance 

  

These cues form the basis of the relationships and structural control of Cobra. In addition to                

these are the “guerrilla systems” which allow performers to act outside of these basic              
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relationships. Much of the complexity of the game is derived from this part of the rules, and                 

Zorn (Strickland, 1991) explains 

  

people can become guerrillas and have squads, get people to imitate them, capture             

people, switch them… so it really becomes a game that’s fun to play. It creates real                

excitement onstage. The musicians are into it. They want to create a situation where              

they can be in control where they’re the guerrilla leader with their squad telling this               

guy to stop and this guy to play. (pp. 136-137) 

  

As well as controlling relationships between players, Cobra includes the role of a “prompter”.              

Zorn (Strickland, 199) says that when acting as the prompter “I don’t make decisions, saying,               

‘Now it’s this, now it’s that.’ The musicians make signs to me telling me what they want to                  

happen and I just act as an intercom device” (p. 135). Essentially, the relationship between               

the performers and the prompter starts with a request for a cue by a performer, the                

acknowledgement by the prompter and then the downbeat by the prompter. This will be              

discussed further in the “direction” section below. 

 

Notation 
  

There is no official notated material for Cobra, with John Zorn (Cox, 2004, p. 196) preferring                

to explain and rehearse all of his game pieces as part of an oral tradition. Brackett (2010)                 

performed a brief survey of various unofficial scores and performance instructions and            

concluded that “Even with the scattered and incomplete information relating to Cobra that             

began to appear in print in the early and mid-1990s, the work has remained somewhat of an                 

enigma” (p. 47). As discussed above, Cobra does not specify any content, rather it focuses               

on the relationships between players. It is in delineating the cues that players can request               

from the prompter and the subsequent downbeats given by the prompter that the piece              

requires some degree of notation. 

  

The unofficial scores for Cobra that are available are essentially lists of the allowable cues in                

the game. Rodrigo Constanzo’s (2016) webpage includes the most detailed of these scores,             

although in practice there is too much information contained in the rules to perform directly               

from the score. It is clear that familiarly and perhaps even perfect recollection of the rules is                 

necessary to take part in a performance. Bailey (1994) says “rehearsal, I found, is crucial for                

Zorn’s piece… rehearsal is a kind of training” (p. 76). The cues listed in the rules are                 
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matched with a set of cue cards that Zorn uses in his role as prompter, the use of which can                    

be seen in Derek Bailey’s film On the Edge (2012). The players get Zorn’s attention to                

request a cue, which they specify by pointing to a part of their face (mouth, nose, eye, ear or                   

head) and holding up the corresponding number of fingers. Zorn then chooses which cue to               

acknowledge and gives a downbeat with the coloured card with a letter or number on it for                 

that cue. 

  

While notation is usually understood to include a written component (the Oxford Dictionary of              

Music (2012) defines it as “The methods of writing down music so that it can be performed”),                 

if this is loosened to include music represented by symbols, it could be considered that               

Cobra includes a notated component. Thus, even if the various copies of the score that can                

be found didn’t exist (as is Zorn’s desire), the notation of Cobra could be considered to be                 

the player’s system for requesting cues and the corresponding cards used by the prompter. 

 

Improvisation 
  

In relation to his game pieces, Zorn has said 

 

What I was really fascinated with was finding a way to harness these improvisors’              

talents in a compositional framework without actually hindering what they did best -             

which is improvising… I don’t talk about sounds that anybody might make, I talk              

about the improvisors themselves. (Bailey, 1994, p. 76)  

 

Here we see that all of the musical material of a performance of Cobra is supplied                

spontaneously by the performers. And even the improvisational relationships that form the            

basis of the preconceived material of the work are spontaneously controlled by the             

performers. But these relationships are designed to guide the improvisation and Zorn says             

“The cards act as dividers to set the improvisations up into little sections… in blocks. What                

happens in the blocks is completely up to [the performers]” (Strickland, 1991, p. 135). 

  

In addition to the basic cues of Cobra are its “guerrilla systems”, which can be seen as                 

inviting the performers to improvise beyond the rules of the piece. Brackett (2010, pp. 53-54)               

describes the operation of the guerrilla systems in detail, noting that players can request the               

prompter to allow them to become a guerrilla leader and form a squad which can control                

other members of the ensemble. In addition, players can request to be a spy, who can cut                 
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members of the guerrilla squad while they remain unidentified by the guerrillas. In this way,               

Zorn is allowing the performers to improvise not just in the relationships he has specified as                

part of the composition but also to improvise with those relationships. 

  

Direction 
  

As has already been touched upon, direction or conducting in Cobra is carried out by the                

prompter, a role Zorn insists on taking when he is involved in performances. He says 

  

Ultimately, I’m the best prompter there can be, because I’m a complete fascist! Only              

someone who really knows the rules can be a good prompter; someone who is              

extremely hyper, omniattentive, and can make split-second decisions when three          

people are raising their hands and each one wants something different. (Gagne,            

1993, pp. 520-521) 

  

Almeida (2008) outlines the role of the prompter in Zorn’s game pieces and notes that “a                

prompter must understand that the direction of a game piece is largely determined by the               

suggestions of the ensemble… The prompter is involved in the direction only when there are               

too many requests to be carried out at once” (p.55). So here we see that the crux of the                   

prompter’s role is to facilitate the performance, but they can make decisions on structure and               

direction when absolutely necessary. 

  

Another aspect in which the prompter (or perhaps the performers themselves) shapes a             

performance of Cobra is in choosing the ensemble. Zorn (Cox, 2004) states that “choosing              

the players has always been a crucial part of the performance process” (p. 196). He further                

notes that “You need people who are aggressive, you need people who are going to be                

docile, you need people with a sense of humour, you need people who are assholes, you                

need a wide variety to really get the piece going” (Bailey, 1993, p. 77). Zorn gives the                 

example 

  

Some players are really kind of conceptual, thinking about structuring a piece of             

music, using these signals and trying to create some kind of compositional flow in              

their heads spontaneously. While others are, you know, creating problems. I think I             

am that kind of player. Bill Frisell is the kind of player who sits back and lets                 

everybody else make decisions and just plays his butt off. Ultimately he was the one               
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that was making the sound of the music while other people were dealing with the               

structure of it. Those are all valid positions to be in in the society that exists on stage                  

when these piece happen. (Bailey, 1993, p. 78) 

  

 
Relevance to my exploration of spontaneous collective arranging 
  

The primary relevance of Cobra to my work on spontaneous collective arranging is that it               

seeks to access improvisational relationships that are not likely to occur naturally or             

organically, particularly in large group situations. Cobra lays out a clear framework for             

developing performances featuring smaller combinations of the ensemble and also making           

sudden changes to the texture and performance direction. 

  

Additionally, Cobra encourages and perhaps even implores performers to consider and           

actively control the structure of the performance. In basing its rules on requests for cues               

from the performers it keeps them thinking about what they might want to do from a personal                 

perspective and what might contribute to the overall the performance. This mindset in             

particular is something that performances of my own works would benefit from instilling in the               

musicians involved and Cobra provides a strong model for integrating this into the very fibres               

of the composition. 
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2.6 Lawrence “Butch” Morris and Conduction 

  

Lawrence “Butch” Morris’s work with large groups of improvisors (what he calls Conduction)             

has been described as making “collective improvisation sound well-blended and fluid, rather            

than scattershot, awkward and hypothetical” (Ratcliff, 1998) and offering “an original           

approach to dealing with structure and improvisation” (Philip, 2013, p. 3). Greg Tate (2004)              

believes that Conduction “is the only way African American improv is going to find a way out                 

of its cul-de-sac”. 

  

Butch Morris defined Conduction as 

  

The practice of conveying and interpreting a lexicon of directives to modify or             

construct sonic arrangement or composition; a structure-content exchange between         

composer/conductor/instrumentalist that provides immediate possibilities to alter or        

initiate harmony, melody, rhythm, tempo, progression, articulation, phrasing or form          

by manipulating pitch, dynamics, timbre, duration and order in real-time.          

(Conduction.us) 

  

In the liner notes for Testament: A Conduction Collection (Morris, 1995) Morris described his              

earliest thoughts towards developing Conduction 

  

I had this notion that music could be read like a book. [...] arbitrarily turn to a page                  

and start reading—perhaps there is a story there—or something that sparks your            

interest, then you go to another page, and there is something else, maybe a              

description of a character. […] I went to a painting and immediately focused on a               

particular detail; that detail became the entire painting. All of this because at the time               

I was asking myself, How can I make the music I’m writing more flexible? [...] [I]                

picked up some music notation that I had written and approached it the same way I                

did that book and that painting and I isolated several areas, I then took each area                

and developed them through improvisation. (p. 1) 

  

Morris’s vocabulary of signs and gestures used in Conduction (which Stanley (2009) notes             

“must ultimately be passed on to the players by the ensemble leader - the conductor” (p. 83)                 

although he goes on to document in detail with information obtained directly from Morris (pp.               

92-99, 174-180)) is based around giving performers a preparatory instruction followed by a             
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downbeat at which that information is to be acted upon. Morris’s direction to players is to                

“[r]espond to what (you think) you hear or see or understand. Execution must be deliberate               

and decisive” (1995, p. 6) and he avoids specifying what they should play, believing that               

within the definition of each sign or gesture “each musician is obliged to qualitatively define               

its ‘content’” (Zorn, 2007, p. 171). 

  

A brief summary of the signs and gestures of Conduction derived from Butch Morris (as               

documented by Stanley (2009, pp. 174-180)) is contained in Appendix C. 

 

Composition 
  

Butch Morris used two terms to clarify different approaches to his performance practice:             

Conduction refers to performances with no pre-conceived material while “Induction” refers to            

performances that use some degree of pre-conceived material (Stanley, 2009, p. iii). For             

Morris, performances constructed using Conduction have the possibility of being          

compositions, and he notes that Conduction is used to “modify or construct a real-time              

musical arrangement (of any notation) or composition” (Zorn, 2007, pp. 169-170). Morris            

says “[i]n most of the 138 conductions [at the time] I have done I haven’t used any notation                  

at all” (Philip, 2013, p. 43), thus it appears that his preference is to use the method to                  

construct a real-time composition. Stanley (2009) argues that when using Conduction “the            

time delay between composition and performance is eliminated and there is no expectation             

of repeatability” (p. 17), further emphasising the idea that composition is occurring as the              

performance unfolds. 

  

That said, the terminology employed in the framework for this case study specifies that when               

using the term “composition” we are investigating pre-conceived material (the term           

“improvisation” is used for material generated during performances), thus Morris’s process of            

“Induction” is of interest in this section. 

  

While there does not seem to be any of Morris’s notated material used in Inductions               

available for study (for example the album Dust to Dust (Morris, 1991) that Stanley (2009)               

describes as using a “hybrid approach” (p. 29) and Conduction #43 (Henderson, 1996))             

there are two significant aspects to discuss. 
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Firstly, Stanley (2009) notes that Morris’s “initial efforts to use bodily gestures to direct              

musical performance involved real-time arrangements of notated music” (p. 58). Morris           

experienced frustration with formal conducting, particularly its inability to navigate a score in             

a flexible manner (SFJAZZ, 2016). He discusses asking a conducting teacher about this and              

the question being roundly dismissed, while jazz drummer Charles Moffett who had his own              

improvising large group was able to give a simple and practical solution (you just “go like                

that”, indicating a numeric hand signal). Morris (1995) also recounts working with the score              

of a Beethoven string quartet 

  

I only added rehearsal numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. I used three signs/gestures: repeat,               

sustain, and improvise. I could send any of the players to any of the rehearsal               

numbers at any time - I could also change the speed of what was being played. (p. 2) 

  

In addition to these early experiments, Morris “used his time conducting the [David] Murray              

big band as a laboratory for developing the gestural vocabulary and ensemble sensibility that              

would eventually become Conduction” (Stanley, 2009, p. 58). Morris says the concept of that              

group was “to take David’s compositions, or my compositions and to really weave them into               

this idea of conduction… David’s band is about swing. And the way David writes is great,                

because he writes all of these multiple lines, simultaneously. So I can isolate this line, this                

line, this line” (Henderson, 1996). Giving a specific example 

  

If we play “3-D Family” one week, I might play it, conduct it differently the next week.                 

Sometimes I start at the very end of the song, just to get into the top. Sometimes I                  

start with the whole band, sometimes with just the rhythm section, or sometimes with              

Fred [Hopkins], bass... Or, sometimes I might start with just the drums playing the              

rhythm. And then I’ll bring in the piano, and then maybe I’ll create a riff to go over the                   

band at the bottom of the page, and then I’ll send ‘em to number one. And maybe I’ll                  

have the rhythm section play the whole thing down before the melody comes in. I               

mean, there are so many options. I might tell somebody to come in at number two,                

and play their line. And sometimes I’ll just have the trombones play at number two.               

And maybe I’ll have ‘em play it way out of time. And then I’ll give ‘em this “hold” on                   

their last note, and while I’m giving this “hold”, I tell the rhythm section, “one, two,                

three, four, five, six” and “boom!” And they’re still holding... And then I’ll bend that               

note, bend it up, bend it down. Make it real soft, then real loud, and then real soft                  
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again. I’ll play with the note, and then I’ll tell everybody else, “Number one, we’re               

going to number one, ready? Boom!” (Henderson, 1996) 

  

So here we get some insight into a compositional approach that can be effectively melded               

with Conduction in performance (what Morris calls “Induction”). The primary structures seem            

to be a numeric system to delineate sections of the composition, and some indication of               

material that can be used simultaneously within these sections. From here, the Conduction             

system that Morris has developed allows for the spontaneous construction of a new             

arrangement of the work for each performance. 

  

Notation 
  

While the Conduction vocabulary itself does not include any components notated on paper             

(although a performance may include notated material, as in Induction), Morris believes that             

“Conduction vocabulary is symbolic of notation like writing is symbolic of speech” (SFJAZZ,             

2016). By this, Morris implies that notation is used to represent music, and the              

representation of music is also contained in the signs and gestures that make up              

Conduction. He writes that Conduction is “the organization of surrounding things, conditions,            

or influence. It is a technique to capture and discover sonic information, structure and              

substructure, meaning, implication, and expression” (Zorn, 2007, p. 171). 

  

Thus, in the sense that the conductor can create symbolic instructions to be followed by the                

performers (even though these symbols are not recorded on paper), the technique of             

Conduction is clearly itself a form of notation. Morris points out that the primary difference               

between a notated score and Conduction is that “Conduction does not express with the              

same kind of precision that we expect from ensembles that interpret a notated score…              

Conduction expands the notion of interpretation to provide a collective perception” (Morris,            

2006, p. 534). 

 

Improvisation 
  

Butch Morris said that 
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There is nothing written, it’s all improvised… This is ensemble music for            

improvisers… I use the word improvisation so people will know what I’m talking             

about, but I refer to refer to these musicians as “intuiters.” (Henderson, 1996) 

  

Morris’s initial goal for Conduction was 

  

to structure the improvisations in a way that free improvisational music didn’t. You get              

ten people in the studio to play free music and it finds its own structure. It’s a                 

structure, but it’s not definite, and I wanted to imply a definite structure. (Henderson,              

1996) 

  

Morris has described Conduction as exploring the “intermediate space between notation and            

improvisation” (Zorn, 2007, p. 169) in that he as the conductor is improvising the notation in                

response to the unfolding performance. And while all the signs and gestures he uses have               

clear definitions, “within that definition each musician is obliged to qualitatively define its             

‘content’” (Zorn, 2007, p. 171). Hence Morris shapes the higher level information of the              

performance and the performers are responsible for the lower level specific material. He             

says 

  

I’m still telling people in what areas to go. I’m just not telling them what to do. You                  

can interpret it however you want, but you know the basic idea of what it means, the                 

basic idea of what all these signs and gestures mean, and you have to interpret it in                 

every moment. (Henderson, 1996) 

  

Morris sees Conduction as “a way to explore music as we make it - a probe to mine music                   

and the ensemble at its most basic” (Zorn, 2007, p.172). Here the important point is “as we                 

make it”, meaning that improvisation is implicitly at the centre of every Conduction             

performance. 

  

Direction 
  

Regarding Butch Morris’s role as the director of a Conduction, it has been said that “he                

sculptures the sound as it happens, making himself the track-switcher at a busy junction”              

(Ratcliff, 1998). Greg Tate (2004) says that the gestures “offer the conductioneer the             

flexibility of a composer on the bandstand, to make orchestral things happen in the moment.”               
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Morris himself describes his role in a Conduction ensemble as “once I hear a sound, I can                 

start to create a direction for the music. And it’s very clear to me that there’s a giant horizon                   

out there where this music can go in a lot of ways” (Henderson, 1996). His use of the signs                   

and gestures of Conduction “provides the precision and the focus needed to navigate             

music’s vast terrain” (Zorn, 2007, p. 170). Morris says 

  

This is improvisation. This is collective improvisation. This is Conduction: this is            

conducted improvisation. This isn’t necessarily free music. This has a focus, and I am              

the focus. I expect everybody to give me their undivided attention at all times. (Bailey,               

1992) 

  

Another aspect of directing a Conduction ensemble is rehearsing, where Morris teaches the             

Conduction system to the performers. Morris says that “[w]e rehearse only signs and             

gestures. There is no notation, no music paper. I do not make them memorize melodies or                

harmonies or anything” (Philip, 2013, p. 46). Stanley (2009) describes this process as             

assisting the performers in  

 

developing an ability to immediately recognize the component elements of the           

Conductor’s embodied information stream. Ultimately, they must apply this         

recognition not to signs delivered in isolation in the relatively cool environs of the              

practice hall, but to the rapid fusion of information flowing from a heated rostrum.  

(p. 79) 

  

While learning the signs and gestures of Conduction poses some degree of difficulty, the              

particular skill that Stanley’s interviews with performers identifies as the most challenging is             

that of paying unceasing attention to the conductor. He notes that “(t)his is not just a shift in                  

the locus of the music, but a change in the kind of attention required to fulfill the performance                  

demands of the moment” (Stanley, 2009, p. 80). Many performers are not used to              

concentrating so intently on the conductor to provide them with generative information.            

Morris says “It takes a lot of concentration to do this, especially when I divert my attention in                  

one direction but somebody over there thinks I can’t see them or I’m not thinking about                

them” (SFJAZZ, 2016). 
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Relevance to my exploration of spontaneous collective arranging 
  

Butch Morris’s Conduction vocabulary gives a strong justification and working model for the             

role of the conductor in front of a large improvising ensemble. Morris retains the role of                

composer as the central figure to shaping the work, but because he is working              

spontaneously with his signs and gestures acting as notation he is able to create and shape                

the development of the composition to specifically complement the performers and the            

unfolding performance. Additionally, he gives ensemble members an extremely high level of            

agency within the performance, relying on them to generate all of the content (except in the                

relatively rare cases of his “Inductions” where some pre-composed information is provided)            

and allowing them to interpret his directions in their own way. 

  

Furthermore, Conduction provides practical methods for signalling a wide range of possible            

effects or approaches while spontaneously arranging a performance. From simple          

possibilities (see Appendix C for explanations) like sustain, repeat, dynamics, time and            

rhythm, to more involved concepts like accompany, memory, proportional speed and           

develop. These are all musical elements that are compelling but are unlikely to occur within               

a large improvising ensemble without the guidance of a conductor. Thus, Butch Morris’s             

Conduction provides a very valuable approach that is highly instructive in my exploration of              

spontaneous collective arranging. 

  

As the sections of this case study on composition, notation, improvisation and direction have              

indicated, the act of directing the ensemble using the Conduction vocabulary can be             

considered equivalent to each of these elements. Conduction is composition, it is notation, it              

is improvisation and it is direction. All elements are inextricably intertwined. Morris says that              

“‘(w)hat I realized is, in traditional conducting they don’t create music, they interpret it. That’s               

the difference between what I do, and what a conductor of traditional music does. I’m making                

music, they are not” (Henderson, 1996). 
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Chapter 3: Findings from case studies 

 

3.1 Comparisons across the case studies 

 

The case studies above have explored the unique approaches and techniques of composers             

across a wide time period and varying styles and a great diversity of findings have been                

shown to be directly applicable or extendable to spontaneous collective arranging.  

 

From the performance of Canal Street Blues by King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band we have               

seen a practice where the variation of improvisation and melodic range and rhythmic speed              

are used to form the dramatic flow of the work. This concept of organisation that ensures                

space for each ensemble member by varying rhythmic duration and range is directly relevant              

to spontaneous collective arranging and would be particularly useful to a conductor in             

situations where the texture of a performance becomes too dense but it is not desired to                

have any performers stop playing. 

 

In Duke Ellington’s Concerto for Cootie we see a distillation of Cootie Williams’s trumpet              

style so that the accompaniment provided by the orchestra reflects the unique elements of              

Williams’s musical personality. This presents an approach to performance whereby          

ensemble members can be spontaneously directed to shape their contribution in response to             

one soloists, thus making this performer the central generator of development. 

 

Earle Brown’s December 1952 gives a graphic representation of a mobile structure which             

allows the performer to literally interpret graphical material within a fixed structure. The             

musical application of the concept of the mobile allows for a work that is fixed to some                 

degree but can change both in design and in the viewing perspective, and provides              

encouragement to continue to find new ways of presenting composed material in a way that               

inherently implies the intended freedom of interpretation. 

 

In The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady by Charles Mingus we see a structure built largely                 

on looped sections, with unaccompanied interludes from soloists used to tie the work             

together. The use of such basic repeated information and solo contributions implores the             

performers to actively engage in developing the performance instead of simply playing the             

composed parts, a performance practice that is vital to spontaneous collective arranging. 
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John Zorn’s Cobra relies on the performers to generate all of the material and also to                

actively participate in developing the structure of the performance, while also allowing for the              

ensemble to access improvisational relationships that may be difficult to achieve without the             

structures of the composition. In this way it lays out a clear framework for developing               

performances featuring smaller combinations of the ensemble and also achieving sudden           

changes to the texture and performance direction, something that can be difficult with larger              

ensembles. 

 

Finally, Butch Morris’s practice of Conduction provides an extensive vocabulary of signs and             

gestures that can be used by a conductor to facilitate large ensemble improvisation while              

allowing the musicians significant freedom to interpret the material as it unfolds. Conduction             

allows for the spontaneous creation of musical elements that are compelling but are unlikely              

to occur within a large improvising ensemble without the guidance of a conductor and thus,               

provides a very valuable approach that is highly instructive in this exploration of spontaneous              

collective arranging. 

 

While each case study embodies its own series of unique properties relevant to this research               

on spontaneous collective arranging, the single feature in common across all works is an              

inherent trust and reliance on the performers to contribute significantly to the final outcome              

of the composition. It is in this that we see a completely performer-centric approach to               

composition in each case. 

 

3.2 Conduction as a unifying practice 

 

In addition to the performer-centric approach common to all case studies, it became clear as               

this project progressed that Butch Morris’s practice of Conduction could be used to tie all of                

the case studies together. Many of the diverse and unique elements of each case study               

have parallels to Morris’s signs and gestures (as outlined in Table 5 below) and as such                

Conduction presents a compelling tool to unify all of the case studies.  
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Table 5: Conduction signs and gestures in other case studies 

Conduction sign/gesture Case study 

Repeat The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady 

Sustain The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady 

Accompany Concerto for Cootie 

Feature (solo) Concerto for Cootie 

Memory Cobra 

Panorama Cobra 

Proportional speed Canal Street Blues 

Develop Canal Street Blues 

Literal movement December 1952 

 

Morris’s “repeat” sign, indicated by a “U shape with the hand” as noted in Appendix C, allows                 

for the real-time construction of structures from repeated loop sections, corresponding to one             

of the main techniques used by Charles Mingus in The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady.                

Similarly, Conduction includes a “sustain” sign (a hand extended, palm up) which could be              

used to signal the end of an accelerating looped section of The Black Saint and the Sinner                 

Lady and it’s ending as an “ecstatic event” (Griffith, 2015). 

 

The “accompany” signal used by Morris (point to ear, then indicate material to accompany)              

requires the performers to filter their contribution through specified players. This direction is             

similar to the overall technique used by Duke Ellington in Concerto for Cootie where the               

entire piece accompanies various elements of Cootie Williams’s playing. Additionally,          

Morris’s “feature (solo)” gesture where the conductor beckons with a finger to allow a              

performer to emerge from the ensemble as a featured musician parallels the concerto             

approach used by Ellington where Williams takes centre stage throughout the performance. 

 

Butch Morris utilises a “memory” directive in much the same way that John Zorn does in                

Cobra, where performers are asked to recall exactly what they were doing in that moment to                
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recall later in the performance, thus allowing the conductor to generate a structure that refers               

back to itself. The “panorama” gesture that Morris uses to quickly move across the ensemble               

with very short solo statements is also similar to the “cartoon trades” used by Zorn in Cobra. 

 

The varying rhythmic speeds used by the cornets (crotchets), clarinet (quavers) and            

trombone (minims) is King Oliver’s Canal Street Blues to create a diverse but sympathetic              

counterpoint can be indicated in Conduction using the “proportional speed” sign. Here Morris             

points one, two or three fingers towards the floor, directing performers to change their              

rhythmic contribution to slow, medium or fast compared to the ensemble. The “develop”             

gesture with palms moving towards and away from each other indicates the degree of              

development and interpretation allowed to performers of whatever material is being explored            

at that time. This parallels the tightening and loosening of improvisational freedom found in              

Canal Street Blues which is one of its primary techniques for developing structure. 

 

Finally, Morris’s gesture for “literal movement” where he creates lines and shapes with his              

baton and performers convert this information into a musical interpretation is similar to Earle              

Brown’s use of graphical scoring in December 1952 to give the performers freedom to              

generate their own contribution within the larger specified structure. 

 

So we see that Butch Morris’s Conduction can be viewed as a compendium of signs and                

gestures that allows many of the techniques of performer-centric composition developed           

throughout the twentieth century by composers such as King Oliver, Duke Ellington, Earle             

Brown, Charles Mingus and John Zorn to be generated spontaneously in performance.  
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Chapter 4: Reflection on my compositional work 

 

The compositions of this project can be separated into two categories: those developed             

directly in response to the case studies (referred to here as the “workshop compositions”),              

and the extended work Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards which represents the musical            

culmination of the project. 

 

The evaluation of the workshop compositions and their performances below will primarily            

document and investigate the adaptation and application of the techniques discovered in the             

case studies. The evaluation of the extended work Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards            

will observe the influence of the case studies as well as the workshop compositions and their                

performances.  

 

While a detailed analysis of the contribution of the performers was considered to be out of                

scope for this project and thus ethical clearance was not required for this portion of the                

project, some clarification of the ethical considerations around the interaction of the creative             

input of the performers and the compositions is warranted. In this project there was a clear                

delineation between the input of the composer and the input of the performers. Specifically,              

the work of the composer was done prior to performance, and this material is considered to                

be the primary building blocks for the performances. The contribution of the performers             

occurred in real-time during performance, and thus they were responsible for one unique             

realisation of the work out of a universe of possible interpretations. Thus, the creative input               

of the musicians clearly exists in the realm of performance and not the compositional              

process of each piece. 

 

In terms of the performances of the workshop compositions feeding into the final extended              

work, this process took a general approach to learning lessons, assessing what worked and              

what didn’t, what was enjoyable and what wasn’t, across the entire ensemble. This was not               

a process that specifically focused on the contribution of single performers and thus this              

thesis does not address the the specific contribution of the performers. 
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4.1 Workshop compositions in response to case studies 

 

The workshop compositions listed below in Table 6 were designed to explore the specific              

findings from each case study in a deliberate and focused manner. Workshop rehearsals             

and performances were carried out during October 2016 and November 2016. Scores for             

these works are contained in Appendices D to H. 

 

Table 6: Compositions in response to case studies 

Composition Case study 

Distillation of Origin King Oliver’s Canal Street Blues 

Centricity Duke Ellington’s Concerto for Cootie 

Blue Mobile Earle Brown’s December 1952 

Universal Tensions Charles Mingus’s The Black Saint and the 

Sinner Lady 

The Classroom John Zorn’s Cobra 

No composition (see discussion below) Butch Morris and Conduction 

 

 

Distillation of Origin 

 

This composition takes King Oliver’s Canal Street Blues (Oliver & Armstrong, 1923) and             

distills the basic techniques applied in that performance. Distillation of Origin (see score in              

Appendix D) reflects the strain based melodic structure and the constraints of the New              

Orleans front line style. In addition, the variation of improvisation across the performance             

supports the melodic character of the three strains as well as further enriching the overall               

narrative of the composition, with a careful tightening and loosening of the restrictions and              

obligations on each member of the ensemble as directed by the conductor. 

 

In workshopping this composition the ensemble explored several approaches to observe           

how the various elements could be used to structure a performance. One experiment was to               
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have a “logical” distribution of instruments to each part: the “cornet” (marked on the score               

with a circled number 1, played by the trumpets); “trombone” (circled 2, played by trombone,               

tenor saxophone and double bass); and “clarinet” (circled 3, played by soprano and alto              

saxophone). This was then varied with different instruments playing different parts (eg.            

trombone playing the clarinet role etc.). Another experiment was to vary the stylistic feel of               

the performance - firstly a straight eighth note feel, followed by a typical New Orleans beat                

from the drums. Both of these performance variations could be cued or implied             

spontaneously by the conductor or ensemble members and as such enabled a balanced             

texture and variety of rhythmic feels throughout.  

 

One issue that arose in workshopping this composition that was addressed in the             

subsequent performance was that there was a tendency for ensemble members to play all              

the time - seemingly feeling an obligation to contribute. From this problem came a “50%               

guideline” where performers were encouraged to aim to only play for half the time of the                

performance. This suggestion proved so useful in achieving more varied combinations of            

texture across the performances that it became a tenet for all performances in this project. 

 

Centricity 

 

Centricity (see score at Appendix E) reflects on Duke Ellington’s Concerto for Cootie (1940),              

a work where every aspect is derived from Cootie Williams’ unique artistry, thus             

encompassing a very “performer-centric” approach to composition. Centricity creates a          

framework for large ensemble improvisation where a soloist is able to shape the             

performance of the entire group. The elements of the composition for both the soloist and               

the supporting performers are derived from segments of the melodic and rhythmic material in              

Concerto for Cootie, and the harmonic scheme was developed to re-contextualise this            

material. 

 

The main aim in workshopping this composition was to observe the response of the              

ensemble to different choices for the featured soloist. Trumpet and soprano saxophone were             

chosen. The composition retained its central character across performances, but maybe too            

much so. While non-soloist ensemble members were clearly listening and responding to all             

of the musical material being created, they generally treated the soloists in a fairly standard               

manner without deeply listening and filtering their own accompaniments through the soloist            

nor letting the soloist lead the performance. This change in improvisational approach            
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(instead of listening to everything, listen primarily to one player) proved challenging and             

rehearsal time before the recital performance of Centricity was dedicated to further clarifying             

and improving this aspect of the ensemble’s performance. To address this issue, a             

conducting signal was introduced (index finger pointing downward at the soloist) to remind             

the performers to focus on developing their contribution with reference directly to the soloist. 

 

Blue Mobile 

 

In composing a new work for improvisers in response to December 1952, a concept was               

developed for a composition entitled Blue Mobile (see part of the score in Appendix F) that                

features a mobile structure based on a solar system, where there are several orbits around a                

central idea. The performers could view this structure from different angles, thus presenting             

different material across the ensemble when interpreting the outer orbits with less variation             

towards the centre of the structure. 

 

This visualisation of orbits around a central idea suggested a useful representation of             

compositional convergence, where the orbits become smaller and contain less information           

closer to the centre, thus guiding the performers towards the core of the piece. 

 

Two simple ideas became the building blocks of the composition: the blues, and the              

symmetrical division of an octave. One of the simplest harmonic forms for a blues chord               

progression is I-IV-I-V-I and this led to the use of five orbits, reflecting pitch centres of (from                 

the outer orbit) E, then A, then E again, then B, then finally returning to E as the central                   

tonality of the work. All possible symmetrical divisions of the chromatic scale were then              

applied, with the scale divided into six parts for the outer orbit (whole tones), then four parts                 

(minor thirds), three parts (major thirds) and two parts (tritones). Finally, an intervallic             

scheme of minor and major thirds (inspired by the dichotomy of major and minor tonalities               

found in many blues performances) alternating for each orbit was applied, thus resulting in              

the pitch classes in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Blue Mobile’s pitch structures 
 

The physical form of this piece was then imagined as a hanging mobile structure. Each orbit                

would be made up of a large orbit with pairs of pitches attached and rotating around each                 

other (see Figure 5).  

 

 

Figure 5: An orbit of Blue Mobile 

 
The performer would see the pitches moving towards and away from view. They could “play               

what they see” and let their imagination guide their interpretation of the structure. They may               
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choose to focus on the pitches that are most prominent at any time or they may choose to                  

follow a pair of pitches and vary the dynamic level or intensity as the pitches fade from view.                  

They may take rhythmic indications from the distance between pitches, or their speed of              

rotation. Many other interpretations are possible. 

 

There was some thought towards creating a physical version of this structure, particularly as              

this would add an interesting visual component in performance and clearly demonstrate the             

primary concept of the work. While the note heads themselves could easily be created              

physically and the various rotating structures could be constructed, the necessity for the five              

lines of musical staff presented a physical impossibility. A musical staff could be placed              

behind the mobile structure so that the pitches could be specified, but performers viewing              

the work from different heights would see different pitches, counteracting the pitch structure             

of the composition. From here, it was decided that an animated version of the score would                

be much more effective and practical in conveying the desired structure to the performers.  

 

The workshopping of Blue Mobile was very important, as the use of an animated score was                

new to all performers. The score was initially constructed of five different animations for each               

of the five parts of the composition, but this proved unwieldy to navigate on mobile phone                

screens in practice. This lead to an altered final version of the score where all five parts of                  

the piece were shown on the same animation (see Appendix F). These lines could then be                

navigated easily and moving through these slowly and quickly achieved different but            

interesting and useful interpretations. This idea of varying the speed of the harmonic             

progression spontaneously became the central idea of the final recital performance of this             

piece. 

 

Universal Tensions 

 

Universal Tensions (see Appendix G for the score) reflects the modular structure of Charles              

Mingus’ extended work The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady (1963). Repeated sections             

constructed from short one or two bar vamps make up the majority of the work, with                

unaccompanied solos and duos acting as interludes. There is also a 12 bar ballad section               

which is the longest preconceived element of the composition. These elements can be cued              

during performance in order to create the structure of the work in real-time and to               

spontaneously respond to the progress of the performance. 
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This composition offered a lot of possibilities for spontaneously creating structures in the             

performance, and the use of unaccompanied solos to connect sections of the performance             

provided a new way of achieving variation in texture throughout a performance. This is              

clearly a technique that could be more widely applied in performances of any of the               

compositions of this project. At this stage no specific conducting signal has been developed              

to clearly indicate these unaccompanied sections in a more general context, beyond the             

somewhat unwieldy combination of cutting off the entire ensemble and indicating a soloist.  

 
The Classroom 

 

The Classroom (see performance rules in Appendix H) is a compositional reflection on John              

Zorn’s game piece Cobra (1984). This piece provides performers with a framework to access              

improvisational relationships that are not likely to occur “naturally” and to encourage            

performers to consider and actively control structure. The rules for The Classroom focus on              

two improvisational relationships. Firstly “teaching”, where a performer can come up with            

new material that is taken up by the ensemble and developed under the leadership of the                

teacher. Secondly, the concept of good and bad students is used to represent soloists (bad               

students) who are free to let their musical imaginations run wild and supporting members              

(good students) who use the material initiated by the teacher to support the soloists. 

 

This piece seemed to be a particularly effective way of “activating” the listening and              

interaction skills of the performers. The piece requires careful attention to be paid to the               

conductor as well as all other members of the ensemble and in the recital performance it                

was effectively used as the opening work. This necessity for direct communication across             

the ensemble also led to alterations to the physical layout of the group, with a semicircular                

format achieving the required clarity and equality of communication for all ensemble            

members. 

 

Responding to Butch Morris’s Conduction 

 

It was originally intended to compose a piece in response to Butch Morris’s practice of               

Conduction. But given that Conduction itself is a very complete set of signs and gestures               

designed to spontaneously initiate and shape a performance, upon reflection it was felt that              

any attempt to compositionally respond to this would merely result in a work that applied               

restrictions to Conduction itself, rather than building on the deeper lessons of Morris’s             
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practice. Instead, the signs and gestures of Conduction were allowed to organically make             

their way into the performances of this project. One particular example is Morris’s “develop”              

signal, used to control how strictly material is interpreted, which became necessary to use in               

the performance of Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards discussed below. 

 

4.2 Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards 

 

The aim for the final composition of this project was to organically allow the findings from the                 

case studies and the experiences of rehearsing and performing the workshop compositions            

to lead to the development of a new extended work. This was not a deliberate process                

where techniques from the case studies were shoehorned into the new composition, and as              

such the reflection on the work here will be less concerned with documenting the specific               

details of the piece, rather more focused on the general approaches to composition,             

notation, improvisation and direction. 

 

Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards (see score in Appendix I) explores the experiences of             

two distinct timeframes: a linear “present” and a non-linear recollection of the “past”. The              

structure is inspired by “The Odyssey” by Homer, in which the storyline that follows              

Odysseus’s arrival back in Ithaca is interspersed with recollections of the events that lead to               

that point. Another analogy is meeting someone for the first time and learning about them by                

sharing experiences in the present and also telling stories about the past. 

 

In this composition the present timeframe (entitled Moving Forwards) is a long linearly             

composed form that is sequentially revealed throughout the performance (see performance           

instructions in Appendix I for more detail). When material from this part of the composition is                

reused it becomes part of the past and is coloured by the unreliability of human memory,                

represented by a higher degree of freedom of interpretation by the ensemble in             

performance. This concept was derived from King Oliver’s Canal Street Blues and its control              

of improvisation as a device to generate structure. 

 

The past timeframe (Looking Backwards) is made up of five sections that contain non-linear              

fragments of material that fit together but have no specific narrative order, just as memories               

and stories from the past emerge organically and not necessarily in chronological order.             

Charles Mingus’s The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady informed the use of short repeated               

sections and incidental elements that are used to build larger structures in this part of the                
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work. The sections of Looking Backwards are spontaneously constructed in the performance            

and filtered through the interpretation of a chosen soloist, resulting in performances that are              

shaped by various different human perspectives, just as events from the past are             

remembered differently by different people. This technique is reminiscent of Duke Ellington’s            

Concerto for Cootie where the soloist’s musical personality shapes the entire work. Each of              

the five sections is labelled with a body part (head, right arm, left arm, right leg, left leg)                  

which are used by the conductor to cue each section, and this layout on the score further                 

emphasises the fact that human experience is a necessity in interpreting the work. 

 

Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards is a work that is based around a very specific large               

structure but requires a significant collective contribution from the performers. It will be very              

different each time it is performed but will retain its identity through its basic materials and its                 

large scale structure. This reflects Earle Brown’s December 1952 which has a mobile             

structure that is somewhat fixed but open to interpretation by the performers. 

 

The structure of this piece required the full score to be visible at all times, and given the                  

amount of material contained in the work this provided a significant challenge. The complete              

score would have taken up six A4 pages with a reasonably readable staff size, so it was                 

decided to use A3 paper in portrait orientation for each page. This allowed the six parts of                 

the Moving Forwards to fit across two A3 pages and all of the Looking Backwards section fit                 

on one A3 page. Given that usual music stands will not effectively hold an A3 page in portrait                  

orientation, all three pages of each score were pasted onto one large piece of cardboard.               

This allowed all of the material of the work to be visible at all times and thus quickly and                   

easily navigated when necessary. 

 

Given the significant size of this work (performance time is between 40 minutes and one               

hour), surprisingly little directing was required in performance. The main role of the             

conductor was to navigate through the parts of the composition that were to be              

spontaneously chosen at certain times in the performance and remind the ensemble of the              

order of sections. The only other role that the conductor needed to perform was to remind                

the ensemble that when returning to material in the Moving Forwards sections the             

interpretation must be loosened, and it was here that Butch Morris’s “develop” signal             

discussed above was used. 
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Thus, it can be seen that Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards is a work that effectively               

synthesises the explorations of the case studies contained in this thesis and builds upon the               

workshop compositions that were initially developed to reflect these findings. The work            

successfully achieves the aims of spontaneous collective arranging, in that it presents            

central information within the composition that allows the performers to shape the work in              

real-time based on the musical personalities of the group and performance context. As such,              

Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards forms a fitting culmination of the work of this project              

and a quintessential representation of spontaneous collective arranging. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 

5.1 Case studies 

 

This thesis has presented an exploration of spontaneous collective arranging from two very             

different perspectives. Firstly, six case studies showed the approaches of several           

established composers to creating performer-centric works and all of these case studies            

brought up expected as well unexpected findings. For many of the compositions and             

techniques used by these composers the body of academic research is somewhat minimal,             

none more so than for Charles Mingus’s The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady. The work                

commenced in this thesis on that composition is a mere scratch on the surface of what could                 

be discovered if the notated material used during the recording sessions had been made              

available within the time constraints of this project, and no doubt a research project of great                

significance may still come from the investigation presented here. 

 

5.2 Compositional work 

 

The concept of spontaneous collective arranging was then interrogated from the perspective            

of the composer, with five compositions developed to respond to the findings of the case               

studies and the workshops and performances. This thesis outlines these works, the            

workshopping and performances and the lessons learned from this process. Finally, this            

thesis discusses the extended composition Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards which          

takes in all of the findings of the project and represents a culmination of this exploration of                 

spontaneous collective arranging. 

 

5.3 Artistic evaluation of the project 

 

From an artistic perspective, this project has been a great success overall, bringing together              

a large group of musicians and exploring new music in a context that allowed them to                

actively contribute to the development of the performances as they unfolded. The            

enthusiasm shown by the musicians to engage with this material and relative ease of              
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converting this new information into compelling performances are signs of the strength of             

spontaneous collective arranging. 

 

The workshop compositions were successful in focusing carefully on very specific details            

that emerged from the case studies. This focus from the compositional process carried over              

into the performances by the ensemble and a high level of clarity of concept was conveyed                

successfully. The downside of composing to specifically achieve such clarity was that while             

some pieces provided an enjoyable experience to engage with (for example The Classroom             

introduced a sometimes frantic level of interaction that seemed to “activate” the musicians’             

awareness of their impact within the ensemble), others created a framework that was             

somewhat tedious to adhere to (for example Distillation of Origin seemed to over-specify the              

desired contribution from ensemble members). Thus, in performance these workshop          

compositions did not all come across as successful in a musical sense, even though they               

were certainly insightful for this project and achieved the desired goal of carefully exploring              

specific concepts from the case studies. 

 

The final composition of this project was entitled Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards and             

it is a fitting culmination of the ideas explored throughout the project. Once the overall               

structure of the work was developed, the concept of spontaneous collective arranging            

allowed for a very natural flow of ideas during the composition process because it was               

known from the workshopping phase of this project that the performers could be trusted to               

effectively shape the material during the performance. The main concern in developing the             

piece was to provide enough information to unify the composition’s character and clearly             

outline the large scale structure while retaining freedom of interpretation for the performers.             

The process of rehearsing the piece was surprisingly straightforward, due largely to the             

freedom allowed by the approach of spontaneous collective arranging. This approach           

creates almost no obligation on the performers, and they are free to contribute as they wish                

within the structure of the composition. As a result, the performers did not feel the need in                 

rehearsal to be “sure” about how the performance would unfold and similarly there was no               

anxiety about performing the work “correctly”. The ensemble was free to allow their unique              

interpretation of Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards to unfold in real time.  

 

The recital performance on 21 April 2017 presented a compelling 44 minute long realisation              

of Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards. In preparation for this performance there was a             

total of less than two hours of rehearsal and one full practice performance of 36 minutes                
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duration. The primary focus of the rehearsals was to familiarise the ensemble with the              

material, not to specify a plan for performance.  

 

The success of the recital of Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards and the limited             

preparation time required to reach such a high level of performance is a testament to the                

ability of the notation used in the score to clearly and efficiently communicate compositional              

ideas to performers, the freedom of spontaneous collective arranging to allow performers to             

interpret the composed material in real time and the unifying role of the conductor to               

navigate the work.  

 

Thus, it can be seen that all phases of this project culminated in the composition and                

performance of the extended work Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards, a piece that will             

continue to inspire unique and compelling interpretations in the future. 
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Appendix A - Transcription of Canal Street Blues performance 

by King Oliver’s Creole Jazz Band on 5 April 1923 
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Appendix B - Structure of The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady 

  

The table below outlines the structure of The Black Saint and the Sinner Lady in               

chronological order. The “section” column divides the work into parts based on their content              

(loop, ballad, solo/duo/trio, interlude, or short elements). Numbering is used to show where             

material is repeated with slight changes (for example Loop 2.0 changing to Loop 2.1). The               

“length” column shows the total time of the section in minutes and seconds, and featured               

soloists who emerge from the ensemble are noted in the “soloists” column. The “alto              

saxophone overdub?” column indicates the presence of Charlie Mariano’s overdubbed          

saxophone. The “key” column shows the predominant key centre of the section. 

  

Section Length Soloists (excluding alto overdub) Alto saxophone overdub? Key 

Loop 1.0 0:00:49 Alto saxophone No Bb- 

Loop 2.0 0:00:18 Baritone saxophone No Bb- 

Loop 2.1 0:01:29 Baritone saxophone No Bb- 

Ballad 1 0:00:39   No Bb- to Db 

Loop 1.1 0:00:18   No Bb- 

Loop 3.0 0:00:18   No Bb- 

Loop 3.1 0:00:22   No Bb- 

Blues 0:01:24 Soprano saxophone No Bb- 

Loop 3.2 0:01:07 Soprano saxophone No Bb- 

Loop 4.0 0:00:52 Piano No Db 

Loop 4.0 0:00:17 Piano No Db 

Ballad 2 0:00:51   No Db 

Loop 5.0 0:01:10 Trumpet, trombone No Bb-/E 

Loop 5.0 0:01:06 Trumpet, trombone No Bb-/E 

Duo 0:00:30 Trombone, drums No Bb- 

Loop 1.2 0:01:03 Trombone No Bb- 

Interlude 1 0:00:08   No Db 

Loop 1.3 0:00:13   No Bb- 

Ballad 2 0:00:35   No Db 
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Solo 0:00:38 Piano No Bb- 

Element 1 0:00:14   No Bb- 

Solo 0:00:42 Piano No Bb- 

Loop 6.0 0:00:18   No Bb- 

Solo 0:00:45 Piano No Bb- 

Loop 6.1 0:00:14   No Bb- 

Trio 0:00:34 Alto saxophone, guitar, bass Yes F7 

Loop 7.0 0:01:05 Piccolo Yes F7 

Loop 8.0 0:00:22 Bass Yes Bb- 

Loop 8.1 0:00:14   Yes Bb- 

Loop 8.0 0:00:10 Bass Yes Bb- 

Loop 8.1 0:00:15   Yes Bb- 

Loop 8.0 0:00:11 Bass Yes Bb- 

Loop 8.1 0:00:42 Baritone saxophone Yes Bb- 

Loop 8.2 0:00:09   Yes Bb- 

Loop 8.3 0:00:09   Yes Bb- 

Loop 8.2 0:00:13   Yes Bb- 

Loop 8.3 0:00:05   Yes Bb- 

Solo 0:00:22   Yes F7 

Element 1 0:00:14   No Bb- 

Solo 0:00:08 Bass No Bb- 

Ballad 3 0:01:17   No Bb- to Db 

Solo 0:01:18 Guitar No D7 to F7 

Interlude 2 0:00:10   No Ab7 to F7 

Loop 7.1 0:00:11   No F7 

Loop 7.2 0:01:08 Trombone, trumpets No F7 

Element 2 0:00:04   No Ab7 

Element 1 0:00:11   No Bb- 

Solo 0:00:17 Piano No Ab7 to F7 
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Loop 6.2 0:00:14   No Bb- 

Solo 0:00:36 Piano No F7 

Loop 6.2 0:00:14   No Bb- 

Solo 0:00:28 Piano No F7 to Ab7 

Ballad 4 0:00:29   No Ab 

Ballad 3 0:01:18   Yes Bb- to Db 

Duo 0:01:37 Guitar (a little bit of marimba) Yes D7 to F7 

Interlude 2 0:00:09 Guitar Yes Ab7 to F7 

Loop 7.3 0:01:24 Trumpets, trombone Yes F7 

Element 2 0:00:02   No Ab7 

Ballad 4 0:00:29   No Ab 

Loop 9.0 0:01:32 Trombone No Eb 

Loop 9.1 0:01:46 Trombone No Eb 

Loop 9.2 0:01:58 Trombone Yes Eb 

Loop 1.2 0:00:49 Alto saxophone No Bb- 

Ending 0:00:35   Yes F7 
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Appendix C - The signs and gestures of Conduction 

 
This is a brief summary of the signs and gestures of Butch Morris’s Conduction, as               

documented by Stanley (2009, pp. 174-180). 
 

Name Sign/gesture Action 

Sustain Hand extended, palm up Create a Continuous sound 

Down beat Downwards gesture with baton or hand Commence a directive 

Repeat “U” shape with hand Create, continue or mimic repeated 

material 

Accompany Point to ear, then indicate material to 

accompany 

Accompany the indicated sounds 

Imaging/shaping Point hand to chest Elaborate, articulate,shape, develop 

and/or create variations through the 

conductor’s gestural suggestion 

Dynamics Raising upwards palm for louder, lowering 

downwards palm for softer, or clenched 

fist or index finger to lips 

Change dynamics as directed 

Memory Point to temple, designate number Recall material “stored in memory” with 

the specified number 

Prepare Palm facing ensemble Don’t play, await forthcoming 

information 

Change in tonality Thumb up or down Change to a higher or lower sonic 

range 

Tempo (pulse, meter) Tapping of baton at desired rate Respond to pulse 

Proportional speed Fingers pointing to floor, one finger 

indicates slow, two fingers is medium and 

three fingers is fast 

A relative change in speed 
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Rhythm Tapping of rhythmic figure in mid-air Respond to rhythmic information 

Develop Palms vertical and facing each other, 

separating (for develop more) and closer 

(for develop less), palms closed indicates 

literal interpretation of information 

Indicates the degree of development of 

the information 

Develop (round, 

canon) 

Palms horizontal and facing each other, 

separating (for develop more) and closer 

(for develop less), palms closed indicates 

literal interpretation of information 

Develop rhythmic properties of the 

information 

Entry (pedestrian) Beckon with hand Become a major contributor to the 

overall compositional construction 

Feature (solo) Beckon with finger Emerge from the ensemble as a 

featured musician 

Literal movement Place baton upwards and parallel to body 

in front of face 

“Read” or interpret the contour of the 

baton 

Panorama Baton upside down and parallel to body, 

moving across the ensemble 

When baton is facing performer they 

should begin then stop, or stop then 

begin (depending on their current 

state) 

Pedal Hold hand palm down in front of chest Attack and decay/diminuendo 

Articulation Hand or baton to body over right shoulder, 

indicating short or long 

Indicates how to articulate the 

information 
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Appendix D - Score for Distillation of Origin 
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Appendix E - Score for Centricity 
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Appendix F - Score for Blue Mobile 

 
Blue Mobile - for any group of improvising musicians 
Andrew Garton 
  
Performance Notes 
  
This composition consists of five animated images. These animations each simulate a            
sideways view of a hanging mobile structure with a musical stave in the background. Each               
structure is made up of between one and six pairs of pitches which rotate around each other                 
at various diameters and speeds. These pairs are also attached to a larger rotating structure               
as demonstrated below: 
  

 
  
A performance entails the interpretation of the animated images in order from Part 1 to Part                
5. 
  
The animated images show the pitches moving towards and away from the view of the               
performer. The performer should “play what they see” and let their imagination guide their              
interpretation of the score. They may choose to focus on the pitches that are most prominent                
in the image at any time. They may choose to follow a pair of pitches and vary the dynamic                   
level or intensity as the pitches fade from view. They may take rhythmic indications from the                
distance between pitches, or their speed of rotation. Many other interpretations are possible. 
  
Performers should each start the animations at different times to simulate different viewing             
angles of the hanging mobile. 
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In addition, the pitches contained in the animated images form an altered I-IV-I-V-I blues              
chord progression: 
  

Part 1: E(12 tone) 
Part 2: A13(b9#11) 
Part 3: Emaj7(#9#5) 
Part 4: B7(b5) 
Part 5: Emin 

  
Any performer may choose to use this progression as the basis of their performance at any                
time. 
 

This is one frame from the animated score for “Blue Mobile”. The full animated score can be 

accessed at https://www.dropbox.com/s/ox42kvvwn6k8hbx/CScoreBlueMobile.gif?dl=0  
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Appendix G - Score for Universal Tensions 

 

Universal Tensions - for any group of improvising musicians 
Andrew Garton 
 
Performance Instructions 
 
● The score contains material that is used as the basis for a spontaneous collective              

arrangement.  
● A conductor must be designated to provide hand signals to navigate through the work.              

This may be one of the performers.  
● Each “row” of the work is marked by a number in a square and is signalled by an                  

upwards hand signal. Each row contains associated elements that can be used            
simultaneously.  

● Each element in a row is marked with a number in a circle and is signalled by a                  
downwards hand signal. If a performer is not specifically asked to play an element they               
may choose to play and develop any element or not play at all.  

● The entire group will play material from the same row at the same time. 
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Appendix H - Score for The Classroom 

 
The Classroom - a game piece for any group of improvising musicians 
Andrew Garton 
 
Roles 
  

Role Description 

Teacher Their job is to teach the ensemble the material from the 
syllabus 

Good students 
(sitting) 

They try to diligently learn from the teacher and use the 
information to build a coherent performance 

Bad students 
(standing) 

They may try to learn from the teacher, but quickly get bored 
and become disruptive 

Principal Points to bad students and tries to deal with them in a forceful 
manner 

  
 
Gameplay 
  

Game initiation The principal and teacher improvise as a duo and agree on           
the “syllabus”. This can be any musical (or perhaps even          
non-musical) material. 

Learning The students then try to learn the syllabus from the teacher.           
Good students learn well and develop material coherently, bad         
students try to learn but don’t quite get it and are disruptive. 

Turning students bad Bad students can turn good students bad, by pointing at them           
and improvising together for a while. 

Turning students good Only the principal can turn bad students good, by pointing at           
them and improvising together, moving back to the syllabus. 

End game The game ends when all students are good or bad, and is            
cued by the teacher: 

● If good students prevail the ending should be a         
gradual fade. 

● If bad students dominate then there should be an         
abrupt cut to end. 
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Appendix I - Score for Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards 

 
Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards - for any ensemble of jazz improvisers and conductor 
Andrew Garton 
 
This is a work that is based around a very specific large structure but allows for significant collective                  
contribution from the performers. It will be very different each time it is performed but will retain its                  
identity through its basic materials and its large scale structure. An analogy for the structure of this                 
piece is meeting someone for the first time and learning about them by sharing experiences (Moving                
Forwards) and also telling stories about the past (Looking Backwards). A performance of this work               
alternates between the parts delineation as Moving Forwards and Looking Backwards, as outlined             
below. 
 
Performance Instructions 
 
Performers are generally free to interpret the material contained in the score, as guided by the                
conductor (who may also be a performer). The conductor’s primary role is to assist the ensemble to                 
navigate the work, but they may also choose to shape the work with their own gestures. 
 
Start with a slow and relatively unembellished interpretation of Section 1 of Moving Forwards. If               
indicated by the conductor, repeat the bars marked “vamp when cued” or the entire section. 
  
Next, the conductor chooses a section of Looking Backwards (cued by head, left arm, left leg, right                 
leg, or right arm) and a soloist, through whom the ensemble’s interpretation of the material is focused.                 
Lines of these sections are navigated as indicated by the conductor. All elements in a line can be                  
used simultaneously. Performers may choose any of these elements to expand upon, or they may               
choose not the play at all. 
  
Then return to Moving Forwards. Section 1 will be performed again, but at a slow/medium tempo and                 
without the obligation to clearly present the melodic material (it has become a story from the past and                  
is thus clouded by memory). The marked bars may be vamped as indicated or the entire section                 
repeated. Then Section 2 is performed, with a relatively unembellished interpretation. 
  
Next, the conductor chooses a section of Looking Backwards that has not yet been performed and a                 
soloist who has not yet been featured. 
  
Then return to Moving Forwards at a medium tempo and loosely present Sections 1 and 2, followed                 
by an unembellished interpretation of Section 3. 
  
This pattern continues similarly, until the first five sections of Moving Forwards and all sections of                
Looking Backwards have been performed. Following this, Section 6 of Moving Forwards is performed              
at a slow tempo in a relatively unembellished interpretation, forming a coda to the entire work. 
  
The duration of a performance of Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards is expected to be between 40                
minutes and 1 hour. 
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The performance structure of Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards can summarised as: 
  
 

Moving Forwards (slow tempo)  
Section 1 (unembellished)  → Looking Backwards 

Choose section and soloist 

  ↙   

Moving Forwards (slow/medium tempo) 
Section 1 (loose interpretation) 
Section 2 (unembellished) 

→ Looking Backwards 
Choose new section and new 
soloist 

  ↙   

Moving Forwards (medium tempo) 
Section 1 (loose interpretation) 
Section 2 (loose interpretation) 
Section 3 (unembellished) 

→ Looking Backwards 
Choose new section and new 
soloist 

  ↙   

Moving Forwards (medium/fast tempo) 
Section 1 (loose interpretation) 
Section 2 (loose interpretation) 
Section 3 (loose interpretation) 
Section 4 (unembellished) 

→ Looking Backwards 
Choose new section and new 
soloist 

  ↙   

Moving Forwards (fast tempo) 
Section 1 (loose interpretation) 
Section 2 (loose interpretation) 
Section 3 (loose interpretation) 
Section 4 (loose interpretation) 
Section 5 (unembellished) 

→ Looking Backwards 
Choose new section and new 
soloist 

  ↙   

Moving Forwards (slow tempo) 
Section 6 (unembellished) 
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Appendix J - Links to audio recordings 

 
Links for the audio recordings from the two recitals that were part of this project are below.                 
The first recital was presented in November 2016 and featured the workshop compositions             
discussion in this thesis. The second recital was in April 2017, which presented the extended               
work “Moving Forwards, Looking Backwards”. The link also includes a recording of a             
complete rehearsal performance of the piece. 
 
https://soundcloud.com/andrewgarton/sets/2016-masters-recital-1 
 
https://soundcloud.com/andrewgarton/sets/2017-masters-recital 
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